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ABSTRACT

This project aims at implementing Discrete Cosine Transform in Hardware. DCT

stands for Discrete Cosine Transform. DCT transforms the spatial information of picture

to frequency domain where it can be variably quantised to obtain compression. DCT is

chosen as it is one of the optimum transforms for image compression and DCT is the

heart of many Image compression standards such as JPEG, ISO-MPEG-I and MPEG-2.

The implementation is carried out using bit serial architecture & distributed

arithmetic, which eliminates the direct use of multiplication in the algorithm. FUl1herthe

algorithm chosen satisfies the scanning rate of NTSC standard television and thus can be

used for video applications as well.
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Chapter1: INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

"A Picture is worth a Thousand Words"

Images convey more information than written words. An image is described as a

two-dimensional function f (x, y) of the intensity of reflected (or transmitted) light from

its surface. Since light is a form of energy, f (x, y) must be non-zero & finite i.e.

o < f (x, y) < 00.

In order to be in a form suitable for computer processing, this image function

f(x, y) must be sampled in two-dimensions (x, y) and its intensity value is also quantized

(say using 8 bits). Digitization of spatial co-ordinates (x, y) is referred to as image

sampling, while amplitude digitization is called gray level quantization. The image so

obtained may be considered as a matrix whose row and column indices identify a point in

the image and the corresponding matrix element value identifies the gray level at that

point .The elements of such a array are called image elements, picture elements, pixels or

pels.

The digital image obtained from the quantization of a real image is fed into a

digital computer for processing .The term Digital Image Processing generally refers to

processing of two-dimensional picture by a digital computer. A block diagram of a

general image processing system is as shown in fig. I. I.
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Chapter1: INTRODUCTION

Sensor and ~Digital
Operator

-Digitiser
~

Storage ConsoleA

Display

Fig 1.1 General purpose Image Processing System

Digital Image Processing has a broad spectrum of applications such as remote

sensing via satellite, image transmission and storage application, medical imaging,

acoustic image processing, robotics and many more. Apart from the above mentioned

applications, image processing encounters certain classes of problems such as Image

representation, image enhancement, image restoration, image analysis, image

reconstruction, image data compression. Image data compression is considered in this

project.

The size of the image is very large and hence its storage would require enormous

amount of memory. Storage and/or transmission of data generated by typical television

and other image sources require large capacity and/or bandwidth, which could be very

expensive. Data compression techniques are used to reduce the number of bits required to

store or transmit images without any appreciable loss of information. Image transmission

is useful in application like TV, remote sensing, teleconferencing, etc. while image

storage is required mostly for educational purposes, medical images used in patient

monitoring system etc.
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Chapter!: INTRODUCTION

Because of their wide spread applications compression of image data is of great

importance.

A typical block diagram of an Image Compression system is as shown in Fig.I.2

Digitised
Image

Linear

Transform

Orthoaonal

Transform

Variable

Quantiser
Entropy
Encoder Compres~

Data

Fig.l.2 Block diagram of general image compression system

The Linear Transform involves conversion of the color space (the ROB

representation of the input image) to a luminance and chrominance space (such as the

YCbCr representation) .Y represents the luminance while Cb and Cr are the chrominance

components. The orthogonal transform is the one which converts the information into

frequency domain and the co-efficients obtained from the transform are quantized and

encoded using an entropy encoder which may use Run length encoding (RLE), Huffman

coding or any other encoding scheme that is efficient. The first block is used in the case

of color images and is not necessary for a monochrome image.

The Orthogonal Transform is one of the important steps in compression of

images. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is widely used and accepted orthogonal

transform for image compression. This is because DCT forms the best approximation to

Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT).

Further KLT is considered as the optimum transform for image compression for

the following reasons:

1. It packs most of theenergy in the least number of elements in the

transform.
2. It minimizes the total entropy of the sequence.

3. It completely decorrelates the elements in the original signal.
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KLT is not used for implementation purposes, because the computation time

required for the calculation of co-efficients is large and further there is no fast

approximation for KLT. Thus DCT based image coding is the basis for most of the image

and video compression standards. The basic computation in a DCT based system is the

transformation of an N x N image block from spatial domain to DCT domain. For image

compression standards, N=8. This is because from hardware or software implementation

viewpoint, an 8 x 8 blocksize doesn't impose significant memory requirements;

furthermore, the computational complexity of an 8 x 8 DCT is manageable on most

computing platforms.

The DCT is a discrete version of Fourier cosine series. The DCT of a signal can

be derived, by applying the Fourier transform to a discrete signal that is symmetrically

extended about the origin. The symmetric extension of the discrete signal can be done in

several ways. Each symmetric extension gives rise to different type of transform.

In total, there are four types of transform and they are as follows

Tvpe-I nCT: This type involves symmetric extension of the signal. The

defining equation for Type I DCT is as shown below

XC1[k] = {2/(N-I)} 1/2 L a[k] a[n] x[n] Cos{ IT n k/ (N-I)}

where n=O,I,2, ... N-l,k=O,1,2, .... 7 for 8 point DCT

a[n]=>J 1/2 for OS;nS;N-I

= 1 otherwise

Type-II nCT: The Type II DCT is based on non-minimal symmetrization of

signa1.The defining equation for Type I DCT is as shown below.

XC2[k]= (2/N)1/2 L b[k] x[n] Cos{ IT k (n+O.5) IN) }

where n=O,1,2, ... N-l,k=O,1,2, .... 7 for 8 point DCT
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Tvpe-III DCT: Type-III DCT is defined by the equation

XC3[k]= 1/2 L x[n] Cos{ IT k (2n+ 1) /2N) }

where n=O,1,2, ... N-1,k=O, 1,2, .... 7 for 8 point DCT

Tvpe-IV nCT: The Type IV DCT is like DCT-I symmetric. Its construction is similar

to that of DCT-II. It is defined by the following equation

XC4[k]=(2IN) 1/2 L x[n] Cas { n (k+O.5) (n+O.5) IN) }

where n=O,1,2, ... N-1,k=O,1,2, .... 7 for 8 point DCT

Of the four types of DCTs, DCT-II is more commonly used than the others, since

it is even symmetric. The odd symmetric DCT involves computing an odd length, which

is not very convenient while using fast algorithms and during implementation.

DCT fares better over DFT, which is one of the most frequently and widely

used.The basis functions for DFT and DCT are as shown in fig 1.3 and fig 1.4

respectively. DCT is used in several signal-processing applications for the following

reasons

1. An N-point DFT produces 2N co-efficients at the output (N real and N

imaginary) while an N-point DCT produces N co-efficients (all the N co-efficients are

real).

2. The DFT co-efficients are both real and complex in nature, which make them

occupy more space, while the DCT co-efficients are real only.

3. The basis functions in DFT algorithms are sine and cosine resulting in complex

co-efficients, while the basis functions in DCT algorithms are only cosines resulting in

real co-efficients

Thus DCT proves to be a better approach for frequency analysis of images

without the need to handle complex numbers.
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I
N;,

Fig.l.3.Basis functions for the Discrete Fourier Transform

1111

Fig.I.4.Basis functions for the Discrete Cosine Transform
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The main point of comparison between the DFf with DCT is the amount of

computation necessary. The multiplications involved in DFT computations are simpler

compared to that of DCT i.e. DCT is harder to compute. Inspite of this there is good

reason for using it. The number of DCT co-efficients required to get a good

approximation of a typical signal is far less than that required by DFf co-efficients. The

primary reason for performing the transform is to crudely quantize the high frequency

components, which are small in magnitude than the low frequency components. Fig1.5

shows the reconstruction of an original ramp signal after performing DFf or DCT, then

truncating the co-efficients, taking the inverse transform of the truncated co-efficients.

a .

Original Ramp

b

Recmstrucion from

trurraled OCT c

AEmlslnJction from

tnrcated OFT

Fig.I.5. A comparison of the accuracy of the truncated & reconstructed
DCT and DFT for the ramp signal
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Sx DCTDFTTruncatedIDCTTruncatedIDFT
DCT

DFT
0

356.38356.38356.382.19356.3890.00
36

-213.92-72.00-213.9231.95-72.0039.39
72

0.00-173.820.0073.46-173.8239.09
108

-24.24-72.00-24.24110.110.0090.00
144

0.00-72.000.00141.0890.00162.00
180

-7.23-72.000.00178.540.00212.91
216

0.00-29.820.00220.050.00212.91
252

-1.83-50.910.00249.810.00162.00

Table.t.t. Signal, transfonn, truncated, reconstructed values for the
ramp signal

It is evident from figure.l.5 and table 1.1 that on choosing DCT the high

frequency components can be ignored without much error being introduced. This is more

evident from fig.l.6
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(a) Test Image

(e) DisereteCosine transform

(e) Discrete Hadamard transform

(b) Discrete Fourier transform

(d) Discrete Sine transform

(f) Karhunen-Loeve transform

Fig 1.6.Comparison of el1ergy compaction of different transfonns for a

picture
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The Discrete Cosine Transform is one of many transforms that take input and

transforms it into a linear combination of weighted basis functions. These basis functions

are commonly signals, like sine waves.

The 2-D Discrete Cosine Transform is just a I-D DCT applied twice, once in the

X direction, and again in the Y direction. One can imagine the computational complexity

of doing so for a large image. Let us consider the number of operations involved in the

computation of an N-point I-D DCT. It requires (NxN) multiplications and Nx(N-I)

additions. Moreover, implementation of multiplication in hardware is very costly in terms

of the computation time required. So, many fast algorithms that reduce or avoid

multiplications have been proposed. First let's see the how DCT is defined. By knowing

the basic definition of the Discrete Cosine Transform, one can make suitable

changes/approximations such that the desired equation can be realized without much

compromise on the error and in a lesser time than that is necessary for the original

equation. This is the most common way in which fast algorithms are proposed.

N point I-D DCT is defined by the equation

N-l

X (k) = Lx (n) Cas [kil(2n+l)/2N]; 0::; k::; N-l
0=0

x(n) represents the input sample values of the signal whose transform is to be taken.

X(k) represents the corresponding co-efficients of the input signal x (n).

The cosine values under the summation on the right hand side are the cosines of

different angles depending the number of points of DCT.

When we observe the defining equation of I-D DCT more closely, we find that the

summation and the product of the terms under the summation can be viewed as matrix

multiplication of input signal samples and the cosine matrix resulting in the output co

efficients. The matrix multiplication can be better visualized as shown in figure. I.7. In

the above equation

Dept. of Electronics and Communication, SIT, Tumkur 2001-2002 Page 10
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XO C4C4C4 C4 C4C4C4C4xO
Xl

CIC3C5C7 -C7 -C5 -C3 -CIxl
X2

C2C6 -C6 -C2 -C2 -C6 C6 C2x2
X3

=C3 -C7 -CI -C5C5CIC7 -Cx3
X4

C4 -C4 -C4 C4C4 -C4 -C4C4x4
X5

C5 -Cl C7C3 -C3 -C7 C 1 -C5x5
X6

C6 -C2 C2C6 -C6C2 -C2C6x6
X7

C7 -C5 C3 -ClCl -C3 C5 -C7x7

where Cj =Cos (j I1/16 )

Fig.l.7. Representation of N point I-D DCT in matrixfonn

Angle inAngle inPrecise valueNumeric value
radians

degrees
Co

0 01 1
C1

Il/16 11.25~ "';2+"';2+"';20.9807853
C2

2Il/16 22.5Y2"';2+"';20.9238794
C3

3Il/16 33.75Complicated0.8314695
C4

4Il/16 45Y2"';20.7071065
Cs

5TI/1656.25Complicated0.5555699

C6

6I1/16 67.5Y2 "';2-"';20.3826829
C7

7Il/16 78.75Y2 "';2-"';2+"';20.1950897

Table.l.2.Dif.ferent cosine values rC;1 participating in 8point DCT

Table 1.2 gives the different cosine values [Cj] participating in 8-point I-D DCT.

One of the important aims of this project is to obtain the output (i.e. the DCT co-

efficients) faster than the Scanning Rate of a television.
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Chapter 2: DCT Algorithms

Chapter 2

DCT Al20rithms

Fast Algorithms

Fast computation of DCT co-efficients becomes necessary as these computations

are used in several image processing (still and motion pictures) algorithms. Thus many

fast algorithms have been proposed. Some of the fast algorithms that we have come

across in our literature survey have been discussed briefly in the following sections. In

almost all algorithms, an attempt has been made to reduce the direct multiplication

operation that is involved in the DCT co-efficient computation, but realized in different

ways rather than using the multiplier itself, which tends to consume more space and time.

2..1Algoritbmbased on encodin2 al2ebraic
inte2ers

This algorithm is one among the many algorithms that has been extensively

worked upon in our survey for a fast algorithm. The paper that has been referred to for

this algorithm is "DHT algorithm based on encoding algebraic integers".

The proposed algorithm is based on the algebraic integers encoding

scheme. Using the first non-zero angle the other needed angles are

represented in the polynomial form with the first non-zero angle as the basic

root. An exact representation of the other angles can be done using the
,',

algebraic integers as shown in table 2.1and the implementation is found to

be error free. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it can be

implemented using systolic arrays, which enjoys the advantages of

simplicity, regularity and modularity.
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Chapter 2: DCT Algorithms

I-D DHT of an N-point sequence is defined as

X (k) =Lx (n) cas (2IIkn./N); O~ ~ N-1; n=O,1,2, ... N-1

aoala2a3Error

2eas(OII/16)

20000

2cas(2II/16)

0-2010

2eas(4II/16)

-40200

2eas( 6I1/16)

0-2010

Table.2.t. Representation of the cas (cosine+sine) function for 16
pointDHT

The same concept can be extended for the computation of DCT co-efficients. In

case of DCT also the co-efficients can be represented with zero or minimal error. The

paper "A new DCT algorithm based on encoding algebraic integers " proposes the

representation of co-efficients using algebraic integers. An improvement can be made

over this algorithm if the co-efficients of the first non-zero angle is represented using

powers of 2 only. By doing so only shift operations need to be incorporated during

implementation and further it saves one addition operation that should have been

performed if the latter algorithm is implemented. This is because the algebraic integer,

that is not a power of 2, has to be realized not only using shift but also requires an extra

addition operation.

The different cosine values in the 8point DCT can be represented in polynomial

form as shown below

i= 0,1, 7

In the above equation 'z' is the cosine of the first non-zero angle and the

remaining cosines are represented using this root while ai are the corresponding co

efficients of Zi. Table.2.2 shows the representation of several cosines participating in the

8 point DCT based on encoding algebraic integers.
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aOa1a2a3a4a5a6a7Exact valueRepresentedError in %
value2cos(1 Il/16)

010000001.96157061.96157060%

2cos(2Il/16)

-201000001.84775881.847759210.0000221%

2cos(3 Il/16)

0-30100001.662939 1.662939550.000033%

2cos(4Il/16)

20-4010001.414213 1.414214160.000082%

2cos(SIl/16)

050-50I001.11111391.4850471533.653%
-

---
2cos(6rI/16) -2090-60100.76536580.765367930.000278%

2cos(7Il/16)

0-70140-7010.3901794-2.22715874--

Table. 2.2.Representation of cosines participating in 8-point DCT
using algebraic integers

This DCT algorithm based on encoding of algebraic integers has further been

worked upon by replacing the 'integers' by 'integers which are powers of 2'.By doing so

the extra addition operation required for normal integer multiplication can be eliminated

thus reducing space (for adder) and time (clock cycles).

The representation of the cosines participating in the 8 point DCT using the basic

root is as shown in tab1e2.3. Calculating the error in percent makes a comparison between

the exact and the represented value. Extending the co-efficients (aD further can reduce

this error.
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Chapter 2: DCT Algorithms

aoalaza3<l4asExact valueRepresentedError in %
value2cos(1I1/16) :::}2[Cl]

0100001.96157061.96157060%

2cos(2I1/16) ):::}2[C2]

-2010001.84775881.847759210.0000221%

2cos(3I1/16) ):::}2[C3]

00S2-1-11.6629391.656674480.000082%

2cos(4IT/16) ):::}2[C4]

20-40101.4142131.414214160.37%

2cos(5I1/16) ):::}2[C5]

1-2102-11.11111391.119669110.76%

2cos(6IT/16) ):::}2[C6]

00-48-1-10.76536580.765951310.5%

2cos(7I1/16) ):::}2[C7]

00004-20.39017940.39010220.019%

Table.2.3. Representation of cosines participating in 8-point DCT in powers
of2.

2·•.2 A.lDultiplierless implementation scheme for

the JPEG Imaee coding

This paper "A multiplierless implementation scheme for the JPEG Image

coding algorithm" reports an efficient implementation scheme for a JPEG encoder. The

baseline JPEG algorithm is executed without involving any multiplication .All the

arithmetic operations are reduced to simple additions and subtractions and very short

shifts which is as shown in fig.2.4. This translates into a hardware implementation of

reduced complexity. The multiplication involves the multiplication of a fixed co-efficient

wi,th the signal sample value
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Chapter 2: DCT Algorithms

Original MultiplierlessBinaryNumberMaximumRelative
co-efficients

approximationrepresentationofsingle shifterror
add/shift0.7071

0.703125000.1011010044 0.56%
0.2706

0.269531250.0100010134 0.39%
0.6533

0.656250000.1010100032 0.45%
---0.3827 0.382812500.0110001034 0.03%

Table.2.4. Approximation of the co-efficients for the DCT
computation

2.3 BinDCT: Fast Multiplierless Awroximation of

tbeDCT

This paper presents a family of fast biorthogonal block transforms called

BinDCT that can be implemented using only shift and adds operations. The transform is

based on a VLSI-friendly lattice structure that robustly enforces both linear phase and

perfect reconstruction properties. Application of the BinDCT in both lossy and lossless

image coding yield very competitive results compared to the performance of the original

floating-point DCT.

Compared to the DCT, the novel block transform offers numerous advantages.

I.The BinDCT has a fast, elegant implementation utilizing only shift and add

operations. No multiplication is needed.

2. Eight transform co-efficients can be computed using as low as 13 bit shifts and

30 additions.

3. The BinDCT can map integers to integers with exact reconstruction.

4. In software implementation, the BinDCT is found to be three times faster than.
the floating point DCT. Much higher speed is expected in hardware implementation .

..
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5. The multiplierless property of the BinDCT allows efficient VLSI

implementations in terms of both chip area and power consumption.

6. The BinDCT approximates the DCT very closely.

7. The BinDCT has reasonably high coding performances.

Bin DCT has the following properties

1. Both forward and inverse transforms can be implemented using only binary

shifts and additions operations.

2. The idea of scaled DCT is used to reduce complexity.

3. Bin DCT inherits all desirable DCT characteristics such as high coding gain,

no DC leakage, symmetric basis functions and recursive construction.

4. Bin DCT inherits all lifting properties such as fast implementations, invertible

integer to integer mapping ,in place computation and low dynamic range

~.4F~~tl)(:;T.~lgoritbmwitb Even/Odd

d ·t····.eco~posllon:
This algorithm reduces computational complexity. Even /odd

decompositions is one of the obvious ways of reducing the number of

multiplications and additions. This is done by using symmetry and anti

symmetry property in cosine scalars. The matrix can be rewritten as shown

in fig.2.1

X(O)

C4 C4 C4C4 0 0o 01 0 0 000 0 Ix(O)

X(1)

C2C6 -C6 -C2 00o 0 01000010 x(1)
X(2)

C4 -C4 -C4 C4 0 0o 0o 0 100 1 0 0x(2)

X(3) =
C6 -C2 C2 -C6 0 0o 000011000 x(3)

X(4)

000o C1 C3 Cs C7 1000000-1x(4)
XeS)

000o C3 -C7 -C1 -Cs 010000-10xeS)
X(6)

000o C, -C1 C7 C3 o 0 1 0 0 -100x(6)

X(7)

000o C7 -Cs C3 -C1 0001-1000x(7)

Fig. 2. J. One level Even/Odd decomposition
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One level even/odd decomposition requires 32 multiplications and 32 additions as

against 64 multiplications and 56 additions required by direct computation. By

decomposing further, we get all level even/odd decomposition, which is as shown in

fig.2.2.

X(O) 11000001 C4 0 0 0 0 0o 0
XCI)

1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0o C4 0 0 0 0o 0
X(2

o 0 1 000 0 0 00C2C6OOo 0
X(3)

=00010000 •o OC6-C20 0o 0
X(4)

o 000 100 0 o 0 0 0 C1 C3 Cs C7
XeS)

o 000 0 1 0 0 o 0 0 0 C3 -C7 -C1 -Cs
X(6)

o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 o 0 0 0 Cs -C1 C7 C3
XC?)

o 0 0 1 -1 00 1 o 0 0 0 C7 -Cs C3 -C1

100 1 0 0 0 0
o 1 1 000 0 0
100-10000
o 1-1 0 0 0 0 0
o 000 1 000
o 000 0 1 0 0
o 000 0 0 1 0
o 000 000 1

1 000 000 1
o 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
o 0 100 1 0 0

• I 000 1 1 000
1000000-1
o 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0
00100-100
o 0 0 1-1 0 0 0

x(O)
x(l)
x(2)

.1 x(3)
x(4)
x(5)
x(6)
xC?)

Fig.2.2. All level even/odd decomposition

The number of multiplications and additions required for all level even/odd

decomposition are 22 and 28 respectively. The signal flow graph so obtained will not be

as regular as that for original DCT formula. Compared to other fast algorithms scaled

even/odd decomposition algorithm is not the fastest, yet it has numerical and latency

advantages over the faster algorithms as all multilications can be performed concurrently

(in parallel / pipelined). A comparison of all-level even/odd decomposition & original

DCT formula is shown in table.2.5.
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MultiplicationAddition1000 frames per sec.

Original DCT

6456103 sec.
formula All level Even/Odd

222843 sec.
Decomposition

Table. 2. 5. Comparison of all level Even/odd decomposition &

original DCT formula
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Chapter3 :IMPLEMENTATION

Challter3

IMPLEMENT ATION

3.1 The Role of Distributed Arithmetic in FPGA

based Signal. Processing

3.1.1 Introduction

Distributed Arithmetic (DA) plays a key role in embedding DSP functions in FPGA

devices. In this chapter the DA algorithm is derived and examples are offered that illustrate.

its effectiveness in producing gate-efficient designs.

3.1 ..2 Distributed Arithmetic Revisited

Distributed Arithmetic, along with Modulo Arithmetic, are computation algorithms

that perform multiplication with look-up table based schemes. Both stirred some interest over

two decades ago but have languished ever since. Indeed, DA specifically targets the sum of

prodw::ts (sometimes referred to as the vector dot product) computation that covers many of

the important DSP filtering and frequency transforming functions. Ironically, many DSP

designers have never heard of this algorithm. Inspired by the potential of the Xilinx FPGA

look-up table architecture, the DA algorithm was resurrected in the early 90's. The derivation

of the DA algorithm is extremely simple but its applications are extremely broad. The

mathematics includes a mix of Boolean and ordinary algebra and require no prior preparation

- even for the logic designer.
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3.1.3 Distributed Arithmetic at a Glance

The arithmetic sum of products that defines the response of linear, time-invariant

networks can be expressed as:

K

yen) = L Ak xk(n)--------------(l)

k=l

where:

yen) = response of network at time n.

xk(n) = kth input variable at time n.

Ak= weighting factor of kth input variable that is constant for all n, and so it remains

time- invariant.

In frequency transforming -whether the Discrete Fourier or the Discrete Cosine

Transform - the constants are the sine/cosine basis functions and the variables are a block of

samples from a single data source. Examples of multiple data sources may be found in image

processing.

The multiply intensive nature of eqn(1) can be appreciated by observing that a single

output response requires the accumulation of K product terms. In DA the task of summing

product terms is replaced by table look-up procedures that are easily implemented in

configurable logic block (CLB) look-up table architecture. We start by defining the number

format of the variable to be 2's complement, fractional - a standard practice for fixed-point

microprocessors in order to bound number growth under multiplication. The constant factors,

Ak, need not be so restricted, nor are they required to match the data word length, as is the

case for the microprocessor. The constants may have a mixed integer and fractional format;

they need not be defined at this time. The variable, Xk,may be written in the fractional format

as shown in eqn(2)
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B-1

Xk = - XkO+L Xkb 2 -b --------- __(2)

b=l

where Xkb is a binary variable and can assume only values of 0 and 1. A sign bit of

value -1 is indicated by XkO. Note that the time index, n, has been dropped since it is not

needed to continue the derivation. The

final result is obtained by first substituting equ.2 into equ.1 -

K B-1

k=l

K

b=l

K B-1

k=l k=l b=l

and then explicitly expressing all the product terms under the summation symbols:

y = - [XlO .A1 + X20 .A2 + X30 .A3 + ... + XKO .AK] ------------( 4)

+ [XlI .A1 + X21 .A2 + X31 .A3 + + XKl .AK] 2 -1

+ [X12Al + X22 .A2 + X32 .A3 + + XK2 .AK] 2 -2

o

o

o

+ [Xl(B-2).A1 + X2(B-2).A2 + X3(B-2)' A3 + + XK(B-2).AK]2 -(B-2)

+ [Xl(B-l).A1 + X2(B-l).A2 + X3(B-l).A3 + + XK(B-l).AK]2 -(B-1)

Each term within the brackets denotes a binary AND operation involving a bit of the

input variable and all the bits of the constant. The plus signs denote arithmetic sum

operations. The exponential factors denote the scaled contributions of the bracketed pairs to

the total sum. One can now construct a look-up table that can be addressed by the same

scaled bit of all the input variables and can access the sum of the terms within each pair of
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brackets. Such a table is shown in fig. 3.1 and will henceforth be referred to as a Distributed

Arithmetic look-up table or DALUT. The same DALUT can be time-shared in a serially

organized computation or can be replicated B times for a parallel computation scheme, as

described later. This ends the derivation of DA algorithm, but, before we continue with our

application examples, we must note the following observations.

The arithmetic operations have now been reduced to addition, subtraction, and binary

scaling. With scaling by negative powers of 2, the actual implementation entails the shifting

of binary coded data words toward the least significant bit and the use of sign extension bits

to maintain the sign at its normal bit position. The hardware implementation of a binary full

adder (as is done in the CLBs) entails two operands, the addend and the augend to produce

sum and carry output bits. The multiple bit-parallel additions of the DALUT outputs

expressed in eqn.(4) can only be performed with a single parallel adder if this adder is time

shared. Alternatively, if simultaneous addition of all DALUT outputs is required, an array of

parallel adders is required. These opposite goals represent the classic speed-cost tradeoff.
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LUT inputs LUT outputs

X4

X3X2Xl

0

000 0

0

001 C4

0

010 C4

0

011 2C4

0

100 C4

0

101 2C4

0

110 2C4

0

111 3C4

1

000 C4

1

001 2C4

1

010 2C4

1

011 3C4

1

100 2C4

1

101 3C4

1

110 3C4

1

111 4C4

Table.3. 1.Contents ofa 16-word look-up table for theftrst row of the DCT

matrix

3.1.4 The Speed Tradeoff
Any new device that can be software configured to perform DSP functions must

contend with the well entrenched standard DSP chips, i.e. the programmable fixed point

microprocessors that feature concurrently operating hardware multipliers and address

generators, and on-chip memories. The first challenge is speed. A simple advantage may not

be persuasive in all cases - an overwhelming speed advantage may be needed for FPGA
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acceptance. Is it possible to reach 50 megasamples/sec data sample rates? Yes but at a high

cost in gate resources. The first two examples will show the end points of the seriaVparaIlel

tradeoff continuum.

3.1.5 The Ultimate in Sneed

Conceivably, with a fully parallel design the sample speed could match the system

clock rate. This is the case where all the add operations 0f the bracketed values (the DALUT

outputs) of equ. (4) are performed, in parallel. We can gain implementation guidance by

rephrasing equ. (4), and to facilitate this process let us abbreviate the contents within each

bracket pair by the data bit position.

Thus [X12Al + X22 .A2 + X32 .A3 + ... + XK2 .AK] reduces to [ sum 2 ] and,

similarly,

[Xl(B-l).A1 + X2(B-l).A2 + X3(B-l).A3 + ... + XK(B-l).AK] reduces to [sum(B-l)]

For B = 16, equ. (4) becomes:

y = - [sumO]

+ [ suml ]2 -1

+ [ sum2]2 -2

o

o

o

+ [sumI4]2 -14

+ [suml5]2 -15 ------------------(5)

The decomposition of eqn.(5) into an array of two input adders is given

below:

y = _ [sumO]+ [suml]2 -1 + {[sum2] + [sum3]2 -1 }2-2
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+ {[sum4] + [sum5]2 -1 + {[sum6] + [sum7]2 -1 } 2 -2}2-4

+ {{[sum8] + [sum9]2 -1 + {[suml0] +[sumll]2 -1 }2 -2}

+ {[sumI2] + [sumI3]2 -1 + {[sumI4] + [sumI5]2 -1 }2 -2}2-4}2-8

----------------(6)

Equations (5) and (6) are computationally equivalent, but equ. (6) can be

mapped in a straight-forward way into a binary tree-like array of summing

nodes with scaling effected by signal routing. Each of the 15 nodes represents a

parallel adder, and while the computation may yield responses that include both

the double precision (B+C bits) of the implicit multiplication and the attendant

processing gain, these adders can be truncated to produce single precision (B

bits) responses. The selection of binary value levels along the data path will be

discussed later. We can, nonetheless, discuss some of the hardware needed to

realize this computation.

3.1.6 Number formats

Numbers are a systematic representation of the counting process. Large numbers are

efficiently represented by a weighted number system wherein a few symbols are used

repeatedly with different weights or radices. Thus, in our well-known decimal system there

are 10 symbols or digits, 0 through 9,which define the value within each decimal (radix 10)

position. The digits in a decimal number have position weightings of 1, 10, 100, 1000, etc.

Western civilization was weaned on the radix 10. It, of course, is not the only radix; the

ancient Egyptians knew the radix 2, the Babylonians the radix 60, the Mayans radices 18 and

20. The advent of digital computers has renewed our interest in radix 2 (binary) number

systems.

The radix-2 or binary number system fits nicely with two level (expressed by symbols

o and 1) logic circuits. Any integer, N, can be represented in binary notation as:
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M

uum m u m(7)

j=O

where the coefficients bj denote the binary values 0,1 and the jth power of 2 denotes

the weight at the lh position. The weighted binary representation serves as the basis for both

fixed and floating point number formats. While our focus will be on fixed binary point

formats it should be noted that floating point is used widely, and a standardized format (IEEE

754) has been established. Since l,llany DSP microprocessors offer this format, a brief

background description follows. The floating point number format is largely inspired by the

need to represent large dynamic range numbers (10 +99) without resorting to extremely large

word lengths. Similar to the logarithm, the floating-point number is represented by both an

exponent and a mantissa. The standard 32-bit format has a sign bit in the most significant bit

position. An eight-bit exponent and a 23-bit mantissa follow the sign bit. The exponent

defines the powers of 2 prior to the binary point. The exponent covers a magnitude range of 2

255 or, equivalently, a signal range of 1530 dB (to be explained later) - an extremely large

value since the upper end of the analog-to-digital converter range is 100 dB. The binary point

of the mantissa denotes the most significant "1" bit of the number. In fact, it is not

represented but implied in the floating-point format, with the mantissa containing the 23

lower bits. Following an arithmetic operation, the mantissa, M, is "normalized" to the range

Y2 < M <1. Floating point arithmetic entails complex procedures as shown in fig. 5. The

additional hardware needed to execute these procedures in a manner that is transparent to the

programmer adds significantly to the device cost. The fixed-point number format is a

compelling choice for the FPGA.
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3.1.7 Fractional2's Complement Representation

Number values are unbounded but computer representations are not. The basic DSP

equation 1 generates word growth. The multiplication of two B bit factors produces a 2B bit

product; addition often produces a carry bit. Repeated additions can produce multiple carry

bits. Using the fractional 2's complement number representation can bound multiplication.

The DA development that was presented earlier is based on the use of this format; equation 2

defines the 2's complement fractional format. The sign bit, xO, is 1 for negative numbers.

The binary point follows this and then a positi ve component made up of a decreasing order of

B-1 binary weighted fractions. Two important features of this form are:

• The number 0 is represented unambiguously with all coefficients, Xb, equal to

o (this is not the case for the l's complement) .

• Complementing the subtrahend bit by biL,doing a binary addition of the two

operands, and then adding 1 x2 -(B-1) (i.e. 1 in the least significant bit position) to the

results easily realize subtraction.

The range of values, -1 to 1-2 -(B-1) , is not symmetric about the origin. This may

introduce undesirable artifacts in the output signal when full-scale limiting occurs. Clamping

to symmetrical end points -1 + 2 -(B-1) and 1- 2 -(B-1) eliminates this problem.

The multiplication of two B bit fractional numbers yields a fractional, double

precision product of 2B bits. If the product is subjected to further multiplications, word

growth would soon exceed the size of the processing resources. Reduction to single precision

through rounding or truncation is a standard procedure. The carries resulting from addition

cause word growth at the high end. The result is a mixed format with integer values to the

left of the binary point and fractional values to the right. The largest integer bit defines the

value of the sign. If the add operation yields result that exceed the capacity of the adder

circuit, overflow occurs and the value of the sum "wraps around " - a transition from

maximum positive to maximum negative, or vice versa.
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3.,2IMPLEMENTATION

XO C4C4C4C4C4C4C4C4xO

Xl

CIC3C5C7 -C7 -C5 -C3 -C Ixl

X2

C2C6 -C6 -C2 -C2 -C6 C6 C2x2

X3

=C3 -C7 -CI -C5C5CIC7 -C3x3

X4

C4 -C4 -C4C4C4 -C4 -C4C4x4

X5

C5 -CI C7C3 -C3 -C7 CI -C5x5

X6

C6 -C2 C2C6 -C6C2 -C2C6x6

X7

C7 -C5 C3 -CICI -C3 C5 -C7x7-4
where Cj =Cos (j Il/16 )

Fig3.1.Matrix representation of I-D DCT

The cosine matrix that is used in the computation of the OCT is as shown in fig.3.1. It

is observed that a lot of symmetry exists in this representation. We see that the terms in even

rows exhibit even symmetry and those in odd numbered rows exhibit odd or anti-symmetry.

This property of the original matrix is exploited to obtain decomposition of the matrix in 2

matrices as shown in fig.3.2
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X(O) C4 C4 C4C4 00o 0 10000001 II x(O)

X(1)

C2C6 -C6 -C2 00o 001000010 x(1)

X(2)

C4 -C4 -C4 C4 0000 00100 1 0 0 x(2)

X(3)

=C6 -C2 C2 -C6 00o 0 000 1 1 000 x(3)

X(4)

0000C1 C3 Cs C7 1000000-1x(4)

X(5)

00o 0C3 -C7 -C1 -Cso 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0x(5)

X(6)

0000Cs -C1 C7 C3 00100-100x(6)

X(7)

0000C7 -Cs C3 -C1 o 0 0 1 -1 000x(7)

Fig.3.2. One level Even/Odd decomposition of the original DCT matrix

The product of the last two matrices on the RHS would result in a row vector as

shown in fig.3.3.

C4C4C4C4 1I x(O)+ x(7)

C2

C6-C6C2 II x(1) + x(6)

=

I C4-C4-C4C4 II x(2) + x(5)

C6

-C2C2-C6 JI x(3) + x(4)

X(1) ClC3C5C7x(3)-x(4)

X(3)

=C3-C7-Cl-C5x(2) - x(5)

X(5)

C5-ClC7C3x(1) - x(6)

X(7)

C7 -C5C3-Cl x(O) - x(7)

Fig.3.3 Resultant matrices after multiplying the last two matrices on the RHS
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It is now evident from fig3.3 as compared to fig.3.l that the number of

multiplications has been reduced from 64 to 32 Le. by a factor of two. This is accomplished

by only performing on extra operation on the input data Le. one bit addition or subtraction.

Now Distributed Arithmetic (DA) explained in the previous chapter is used to

compute the co-efficient values. The cosine values used in the calculation are constant, so the

only variable in the calculation is the inputs. Since the matrix size has been reduced, only

four input values are required for the calculation of the odd and even co-efficients. There are

only sixteen combinations (0000 to 1111) of the input and depending on these input values

the partial products are stored in a Look-Up Table (LUT). The block diagram of a ROM

Accumulator(RAC) unit for the implementation of sum of products using Distributed

Arithmetic is in fig 3.4.

xJ

ROM

2N words

A

Accumulator

B

y

Fig.3.4 ROM-Accumulator unit for the implementation of sum of products using

Distributed Arithmetic

Using the ROM-ACCUMULATOR module and the Decomposition approach the

implementation ofthe I-D DCT is in fig.3.5 ..
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Accumulator

Look-up Table

D flip flop

1 bit Adder/Subtractor

SeriaLbut

D

o
o

Fig.3.5 Block diagram of l-D DCT implemented using the ROM-Accumulator

module and the Decomposition approach.
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3.3 Highlights of the algorithm chosen

~ Serial architecture

The module is Serial in Serial out. This facilitates the progressive transmission of the

co-efficients i.e. the LSB of the output can be transmitted even before the entire data has

been clocked into the module.

~ Entire I-D DCT block consists of repetitive blocks

It can be clearly seen that the module can be divided into smaller blocks, which are

repetitive. Each of these repetitive blocks are used for the calculation of one co-efficient

value. The only difference among these blocks is the entries in the LUT.

~ Highly Pipelined Architecture

The architecture has been divided into stages, so that the concept of pipelining can

be used. Each stage has a buffer to store the output value at that stage. Using this concept, we

can key in new data into the first stage as the old data is still being processed in the

successive stages. This feature eliminates the need for a faster clock.

~ The algorithm uses Distributed Arithmetic.

~ Simple components:

The use of simple compon~nts such as D flip flops,adder, subtractor,accumulator

reduce the burden on the programmer and the code becomes simple enough for a learner.

~ Use of distributed arithmetic has eliminated the butterfly structure that.

consumes lot of hardware due to routing in FPGA's.

3.4 FLOWCHART

The flowchart for the algorithm that has been implemented in this project is shown in

fig 3.6
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Start

Reset the Module

Latch the
serial Data
on to the

Data Buffer

Reset and Initialize
the Counter

Perform Bit-Serial
Arithmetic on the

input Data

Use the Output of the
Adders to access the

LUT to get EVEN co
efficients
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Use the Output of the
Subtractors to access

the LUT to get ODD co
efficients

The Value accessed from
the LUT is nowfeed into

the MAC unit

The other Input to the
Mac Unit is the Right
Shifted value of the
previous MAC entry

The Sumobtained is now
latched into a Buffer.

The Latched Sum is Right
Shifted and is used as the

input to the MAC unit in the
next Operation
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As the value is Right
Shifted, the LSB is sent out

as the Output

Increment the Counter at

every Clock Transition

Send an Internal RESET signal
so that the Module is ready for

another Data

Latch the Value stored in MAC

Unit to a Shift-Register so

that the output is sent out on
another Output Line

Stop
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Chapter 4

VHDL and Pro~rammable Loeic

4.1 Introduction

VHDL arouse out of the United States government's Very high Speed Integrated

Circuits (VHSIC) program. In the course of this program, it became clear that there was a need

for a standard language for describing the structure & function of integrated circuits (lCs). He'1ce

the VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL) was developed. It was subsequef.ltly

developed further under Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and adopted in

the form of the IEEE standard 1076.

VHDL is a hardware description language that can be used to model a digital system at

many levels of abstraction ranging from algorithmic level to gate level. Different levels of

abstractions are used in VHDL to reduce the complexity and development time. The complexity

of digital system being modeled could vary from that of a simple gate to a complete digital

electronic system, or anything in between. VHDL language can be regarded as an integrated

amalgamation of the following:

Sequential language + Concurrent language + Net list language +

Timing specification + Waveform generation language -+ VHDL

Therefore, the language has constructs that enable one to express the concurrent or

sequential behavior of digital systems with or without timing. The language also defines very

clear simulation semantics for each language construct. Therefore models written in this

language can be verified using a VHDL simulator. VHDL is used to describe a model for digital

hardware device which specifies the functionality or structure.
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4.2 Whv VHDL?
With VHDL we can quickly describe and synthesize the circuit of five, ten or twenty

thousands of gates. Equivalently design described with schematics or Boolean equation at the

register transfer level can require several engineer months of work. In addition VHDL provides

capabilities descried below:

a. Power and flexibilitv

VHDL has powerful language constructs with which to write succinct code

description of complex control logic. It also has multiple levels of design description for

controlling design implementation. It supports design libraries and creation of reusable

components. It provides for design hierarchies to create modular design and simulation.

b. Device independent design

One design description can be used to target many device architectures. We do not

have to become intimately familiar with device architectures in order

to optimize our design for resource utilization or performance. VHDL also permits multiple

styles of design descriptions.

c. Portabilitv

Simulating a several thousand-gate design description before synthesizing can save

considerable time: a design flaw (bug) discovered at this stage can be corrected before the

design implementation stage. Because VHDL is a standard, our design description can be

taken from one simulator to another, one synthesizer to another. This means that VHDL

design description can be used in multiple projects. Figure 4.1 illustrates that the source code

for a design can be used with any synthesis tool and that design can be implemented in any

device that is supported by synthesis tool.
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VHDLCode

.,r

Any Synthesis tool

Compiler A

CompilerBCompiler C

.,r

Any DeviceG BB

Figure 4.1 Portability ofVHDL Code.

d. Bench markin2 capability

Device independent design and portability allow us to benchmark a design using

different device architectures and different synthesis tools. We can take a complete design

description and synthesize it, creating logic for architecture of our choice. We can then

evaluated the results and choose the device best fit over design requirement.
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f. Ouick time-to-market and low cost

VHDL and programmable logic pair will together to facilitate a speedy design

process. VHDL permits design to be described quickly; programmable logic elements

eliminate Non Recurring Expenses (NRE) and facilitate quick design iterations. Synthesis

makes it all possible. VHDL and programmable logic combines as a powerful vehicle to

bring the products to market in record time.

4.3 VHDL Design Process
The VHDL design process can be broken into six steps as given below

1. Define the design requirement

2. Describe the design in VHDL (formulate and code the design)

3. Simulate the source code

4. Synthesize, optimize and fit (place and route) the design

5. Simulate the post layout (fit) design model

6. Program the device

4.4 MAX + PLUS-II ---- Tbe Svntbesis Tool

MAX+PLUS - II is the tool used to transform the code written in VHDL to fit the design

into the appropriate device. MAX+PLUS - II software consists of eleven application programs

and MAX+PLUS - II manager. Compiler is one of the applications of MAX+PLUS - II for

targeting the design to the required device. MAX+PLUS - II compiler consists of a series of

modules and utility that check a design for errors, synthesize the logic, fit the design in one or

more Altera device, generate output files for simulation, timing analysis and device

programming.
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4.4.1 Compilation process: -

The compiler first extracts information that defines the hierarchical connection between

the design's different design files and checks the design for basic design errors. If the design is

too large to fit into the device, the compiler can automatically partition it into multiple devices

from the same design family, while minimizing the number of connection between the devices.

A report file (.rpt) then shows how the design will be implemented in one or more devices. The

MAX+PLUS - II compiler process a design with the following module3 and utilities:

a. Compiler netlist extractor: -

The compiler netlist extractor converts each design file in the design into one or more

binary Compiler Netlist Files (CNF).

b. Database builder: -

The database builder uses Hierarchy Interconnect File (HIF) to link CNF that describe

the design.

c. Lo2ic synthesizer: -

The logic synthesizer module applies a number of algorithms that reduce resource

usage and remove redundant logic to ensure that the logical cell structure is used as

efficiently as possible for architecture of the target family. This compiler module also applies

logic synthesis techniques to implement user-specified timing and other implementation

requirements.

d. Practitioner:-

If a design does not fit into a single device, the practitioner divides the database

updated by the logic synthesizer into multiple devices from the same family attempting to

split the design into smallest possible number of device.

e. Fitter:-

Using the database updated by the practitioner, the fitting matches the requirements

of the design with known resources of one or more devices. It assigns each logic function to

the best cell location and selects appropriate interconnection path and pin assignment.
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4.5 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC

Programmable logic denotes large and very large integrated circuits containing arrays of

generalized logic blocks with user configurable interconnections. The user configures the device

to define the function of each logic block and the interconnections between the logic blocks.

Programmable logic is divided into two broad categories.

1. Programmable logic devices (PLD' s) .

2. Field programmable gate arrays (FPGA's).

The PLD's are often subdivided into Complex PLD's and Simpler PLD's.

4.5.1 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICES

This class of circuits are widely used in LSI and VLSI design to implement two-level,

sum of products, Boolean functions. The PLD's include programmable read only memory

(PROM), programmable array logic (PAL) and programmable logic array(PLA).The basic

difference between these PLD's are whether the AND and OR arrays are fixed or programmable.

The AND-OR function is often implemented with NOR-NOR or NAND-NAND logic. PLD's

have smaller densities.

4.5.2 COMPLEX PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC

DEVICES (CPLD's)

CPLD's extend the capacity of PLD' s to a higher level of integration to improve the

system performance. They also use less board space, improve reliability and reduce cost.

CPLD's consist of multiple logic blocks, the logic blocks communicate with one another via

programmable interconnect ..This architectural arrangement makes more efficient use of

available silicon die area leading to better performance and reduced cost.
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4.5.3 FIELD PROGRAMMABL.E GATE

ARRA YS(FPGA's):

A Field Programmable Gate Array is an array of logic that communicates with one

another and with I/O via wires within the routing channels. In a FPGA, existing wire resources

horizontal and vertical columns are connected through programmable elements. The architecture

of FPGA is determined by the programmable switch technology used to configure it. Presently,

there are two technologies of choice in developing FPGA's -SRAM and ANTIFUSE, each of

which can satisfy a subset of market needs. SRAM allows the device to be reprogrammed any

number of times. Normally configurable data is located into SRAM type FPGA after power-on

through either dedicated EPROM or a parallel port from host CPU. In case of ANTIFUSE

technology, the device can be programmed only once. Although ANTIFUSE technology devices

can be programmed only once, it offers higher density and speed compared to the SRAM

counterpart.

The advantages using FPGA are :

1. Parts can be easily reprogrammed.

2. High production volume results in lower cost.

3. They can be dynamically reconfigured within the system.
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Conclusion

CONCL,US,ION

The goal of the project was to design the module for the calculation of DCT

co-efficients at a rate faster than that of the scanning rate of an NTSC standard

Television. This was satisfied at a clock rate of 15 MHz. The processing time of

the module was found to-be 10 clock cycles. The design was tested by simulation

& waveforms were verified. The simulation results satisfy the design requirements

to the best of our knowledge.

Scolle for Further Improvement

The design could be changed to get the complete output i.e. the co

efficient value on a single output line rather than two as is being done presently.
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MAX 7000

Programmable Logic
Device Family

November 2001, ver. 6.3 Data Sheet

Features ...

•••••

• High-performance, EEPROM-based programmable logic devices
(PLDs) based on second-generation MAX~ architecture

• 5.0-V in-system programmability (ISP) through the built-in
IEEE Std. 1149.1 Joint Test Action Group aT AG) interface available in
MAX 7000S devices

ISP circuitry compatible with IEEE Std. 1532
• Includes 5.0-V MAX 7000 devices and 5.0-V ISP-based MAX 70005

devices

• Built-in JTAG boundary-scan test (BST) circuitry in MAX 7000S
devices with 128 or more macrocells

• Complete EPLD family with logic densities ranging from 600 to
5.000 usable gates (see Tables 1 and 2)

• 5-ns pin-to-pin logic delays with up to 175.4-MHz counter
frequencies (including interconnect)

• PCI-compliant devices available

For information on in-system programmable 3.3-V MAX 7000A or 2.5-V
MAX 7000B devices, see the MAX 7000A Programmable Logic Device Family
Data Sheet or the MAX 7000B Programmable Logic Device Family Data
Sheet.

Table 1. MAX 7000 Device Features

Feature

EPM7032EPM7064EPM7096EPM7128EEPM7160EEPM7192EEPM7256E

Usable

6001,2501,8002,5003,2003,7505,000
gates Macrocells

326496128160192256

Logic array

2468101216
blocks Maximum

366876100104124164

user I/O pins

.

tpD (ns)

667.57.5101212

tsu (ns)

556677.

7

tFSU(ns)

2.52.533333

tc01 (ns)

444.54.5566

fCNT (MHz)

151.5151.5125.0125.0100.090.990.9

Altera Corporation

A-DS-M7000-6.3
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Table 2. MAX 7000S Device Features

Feature

EPM7032SEPM7064SEPM7128SEPM7160SEPM7192SEPM7256S

Usable gates

6001,2502,5003,2003,7505,000

Macrocells

3264128160192256

Logic array

248101216

blocks Maximum

3668100104124164

user I/O pins tpD (ns)

55667.57.5

tsu (ns)

2.92.93.43.44.13.9

tFSU (ns)

2.52.52.52.533

tc01 (ns)

3.23.243.94.74.7

teNT (MHz)

175.4175.4147.1149.3125.0128.2

,

... and More

Features

2

••
•
•
•
••

•

•

Open-drain output option in MAX 7000Sdevices
Programmable macro cell flipflops with individual clear, preset,
clock, and clock enable controls
Programmable power-saving mode for a reduction of over 50% in
each macrocell

Configurable expander product-term distribution, allowing up to
32 product terms per macro cell
44 to 208pins available in plastic J-lead chip carrier (PLCC), ceramic
pin-grid array (PGA), plastic quad flat pack (PQFP), power quad flat
pack (RQFP), and 1.0-mm thin quad flat pack (TQFP) packages
Programmable security bit for protection of proprietary designs
3.3-V or 5.0-V operation

MultiVolt™ I/O interface operation, allowing devices to
interface with 3.3-Vor 5.0-V devices (MultiVolt I/O operation is
not available in 44-pin packages)
Pin compatible with low-voltage MAX 7000A and MAX 7000B
devices

Enhanced features available in MAX 7000E and MAX 7000Sdevices

Six pin- or logic-driven output enable signals
Two global clock signals with optional inversion
Enhanced intercOlUlectresources for improved routability
Fast input setup times provided by a dedicated path from I/O
pin to macrocell registers
Programmable output slew-rate control

Software design support and automatic place-and-route provided by
Altera's development system for Windows-based PCs and Sun
SPARCstation, and HP 9000 Series 700/800 workstations

Altera Corporation



General

Description

MAX 7000 Programmable Logic Device Family Data Sheet

• Additional design entry and simulation support pmvided by EDlF
200 and 300 netlist files, library of parameterized mod ules (LPM),
Veri log HDL, VHDL, and other interfaces to popular ED/\ tools from
manufacturers such as Cadence, Exemplar Logic, Mentor Graphics,
OrCAD, Synopsys, and VeriBest

• Programming support
Altera's Master Programming Unit (MPU) and programming
hardware from third-party manufacturers program all
MAX 7000 devices

The BitBlaster™ serial download cable, ByteBlasterMVTM
parallel port download cable, and Master!31aster™
serial! universal serial bus (USB) download cable program MAX
70005 devices

The MAX 7000 family of high-density, high-performance PLDs is based
on Altera's second-generation MAX architecture. Fabricated with
advanced CMOS technology, the EEPROM-based MAX 7000 family
provides 600 to 5,000 usable gates, ISP, pin-to-pin delays as fast as 5 ns,
and counter speeds of up to 175.4,MHz. MAX 7000S devices in the -5, -6,
-7, and -10 speed grades as well as MAX 7000 and MAX 7000E devices in
-5, -6, -7, -lOP, and -12P speed grades comply with the PeI Special Interest
Croup (PeI SIC) PCI Local Blls Specification, RellisiOll 2.2. See Idl1lc' ~

for available speed grades.

Table 3. MAX 7000 Speed Grades

Device

Speed Grade

-5

-6-7-10P-10-12P-12-15-15T-20

EPM7032

../../ ../../../../
EPM7032S

../../../ ../
EPM7064

../../ ../../../
EPM7064S

../../../ ../
EPM7096

../../../../
EPM7128E

../../../ ../../ ../
EPM7128S

../../ ../ ../
EPM7160E

../../ ../../ ../
EPM7160S

../../ ../ ../
EPM7192E

../../../ ../
EPM7192S

../../ ../
EPM7256E

../../../ ../
EPM7256S

../../ ../

Altera Corporation 3
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The MAX 7000E devices--including the EPM7128E, EPM7160E,

El'M7IlJ2E, and EPM7256E devices-have several enhanced features:

additional global clocking, additional output enable controls, enhanCl'd
intercollnect resources, fast input registers; and a programmabk slew
l'eltc.

hl-system programmable MAX 7000 devices-called MAX 70005
devices--include the EPM7032S, EPM70645, EPM7128S, EPM71605,
EPM7192S, and EPM7256S devices. MAX 7000S devices have the

enhanced features of MAX 7000E devices as well as JTAG BSTcircuitry in
devices with 128 or more macrocells, ISP, and an open-drain output
optioll_ See 1,1I>h'l.

Table 4. MAX 7000 Oevice Features

Feature

EPM7032AllAll

EPM7064

MAX 70DOEMAX 7000S

EPM7096

OevicesOevices

ISP via JTAG interface

./
JTAG BST circuitry

./(1)

Open-drain output option

./
Fast input registers

././
Six global output enables

././
Two global clocks

././
-- Slew-rate control ././

MultiVolt interface (2)

./././
Programmable register

../../../
Parallel expanders

../././
Shared expanders

././../
Power-saving mode

.././../
Security bit

.././../
pel-compliant devices available

./././

Notes:

(1) Av,lilable only in EPM7128S, EPM7160S, EPM7192S, and EPM7256S devices only_
(2) The MultiVolt I/O interface is not available in 44-pin packages.

4 Allera Corporation
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The MAX 7000 architecture supports 100"jn TTL emulation and
high-density integration of 551, M51, and L51logic functions. The
MAX 7000 architecture easily integrates multiple devices ranging from
PAls, GALs, and 22VlOs to MACH and pL51 devices. MAX 7000 devices
are available in a wide range of packages, including PLCC, PGA, PQFP,
RQFP, and TQFP packages. 5eeLlbk~,.

Table 5. MAX 7000 Maximum User I/O Pins Note (1)

Device

44-44-44-68-84-100-100-160-160-19l-l08-l08-
Pin

PinPinPinPinPinPinPinPinPinPinPin

PLCC

PQFPTQFPPLCCPLCCPQFPTQFPPQFPPGAPGAPQFPRQFP

EPM7032

363636

EPM7032S

3636

EPM7064

3636526868

EPM7064S

36366868

EPM7096

526476 .'EPM7128E
6884 100

EPM7128S

688484 (2)100

EPM7160E

6484 104I
EPM7160S

6484 (21104

EPM7192E

124124

EPM7192S

124I

EPM7256E

132 , ~',:164164

EPM7256S

164 (21164

Notes:

(1) When the JTAG interface in MAX 70005 devices is used for either boundary-scan testing or for ISP, four I/O pins
become JTAG pins.

(2) Perform a complete thermal analysis before committing a design to this device package. For more information, see
the ( lll/'nft/IIS 1\/'jf!llll','lii'uJ-../dr /\111'1"11 J1t'd( ('~. I )ilfli~:il·l'l.

MAX 7000 devices use CM05 EEPROM cells to implement logic
functions. The user-configurable MAX 7000 architecture accommodates a
variety of independent combinatorial and sequential logic flU1ctions. The
devices can be reprogrammed for quick and efficient iterations during
design development and debug cycles, and can be programmed and
erased up to 100 times.

Altera Corporation 5
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1\'11\.\ 70()O devices contain from 32 to 25h m<1c!"Ocellsth<1tare combined

inlo groups of 16 macrocells, called logic <ll'rayblocks (LABs). Each
lll<1c!"Ocellhas a programmable-AND/ fixed-OR array and a configurable
rq~isll'r with independently programmable clock, clock enable, clear, and
presl'l functions. To build complex logic functions, each macrocell can be {
supplemented with both shareable expander product terms and high
speed parallel expander product terms to provide up to 32 product terms
~1L'rmacrocell.

The MAX 7000 family provides programmable speed/power
optimization. Speed-critical portions of a design can run at high
speed / full power, while the remaining portions rWl at reduced
speed/low power. This speed/power optimization feature enables the
desi~ner to configure one or more macrocells to operate at 50% or lower
power vvhile adding only a nominal timing delay. MAX 7000E and
MAX 7000S devices also provide an option that reduces the slev. rate of
the output buffers, minimizing noise transients when: non-speed-critical
signals are switching. The output drivers of all MAX 7000 devices (except
44-pin devices) can be set for either 3.3-V or 5.0-V operation, allowing
MAX 7000 devices to be used in mixed-voltage systems.

.~ ••

Functional

Description

6

The MAX 7000 family is supported by Altera development systems, which
arc integrated packages that offer schematic, text-including VHDL,
Verilog HDL, and the Altera Hardware Description Language (AHDL)
and vvaveform design entry, compilation and logic synthesis, simulation
and timing analysis, and device programming. The software provides
EDIF 200 and 3 0 0, LPM, VHDL, Verilog HDL, and other interfaces for
additional design entry and simulation support from other industry
standard PC-and UNIX-workstation-based EDA tools. The software runs
on Windows-based PCs, as well as Sun SPARCstation, and HP 9000 Series
700/800 workstations .

For more information on development tools, see the AL1XiPUlS II

i';u,<' ,,,';:illil'/c LoXic I.JCi't'!U/JIII1'1I1 SI/'1t'1i1 (, Slljiil'l/n' C>ilili S//('l'I and the
(..lilll i:· PruS,IIII1/IIIIII'lc [,U:\;l' {)I'i't'iU!'IIII'f// 5.1/,11'111 t~ S(ltiiUl/rC Dlllli Sitcd.

The MAX 7000 architecture includes the following elements:

• Logic array blocks
• Macrocells

• Expander product terms (shareable and parallel)
• Programmable intercOlUlect array
• I/O control blocks

Altera Corporation
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MAX 7000 Programmable Logic Device Family Data Sheet

The MAX 7000 archit<:.'Ctureincludes four dedicated inputs that can
be used as general-purpose inputs or as high-speed, global control
signals (clock, clear, and two output enable signals) for each
macrocell and I/O pin. li~t1n' I shmvs the architecture of EPM7032,
EPM7064, and EPM7096 devices.

Figure 1. EPM1032, EPM1064 & EPM1096 Device Block Diagram
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11~~i'; 'shows till' <lrchill'clurc of ~v1AX7000E and MAX 70005 ckvicl's.

~-~_._---_._---

Figure 2. MAX 7000E & MAX 7000S Device Block Diagram
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Logic Array Blocks

The MAX 7000 device architecture is based on the linking of high

performance, flexible, logic array modules called logic array blocks
(LABs). LABs consist of 16-macrocell arrays, as shown in h~;lIr\''-.I and :.'..
Multiple LABs are linked together via the programmable interconnect
array (PIA), a global bus that is fed by all dedicated inputs, I/O pins, and
macrocL'lls.

8 Altera Corporation
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MAX 7000 Programmable Logic Device Family Data Sheet

Each LAB is fed by the following signals:

• :16 signals from the PIA that are used for general logic inputs
• Global controls that are used for secondary register functions
• Direct input paths from I/O pins to the registers that are used

for fast setup times for MAX 7000E and MAX 7000S devices

Macrocells

The MAX 7000 macrocell can be individually configured for either
sequential or combinatorial logic operation. The macrocell consists
of three fWlctional blocks: the logic array, tn~ product-term select
matrix, and the programmable register. The macrocell of EPM70:12,
EPM7064, and EPM7096 devices is shown in hgurc~.

Figure 3. EPM7032, EPM7064 & EPM7096 Device Macrocell
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11~',lli l shows <l MAX 7000!: ill1d MAX 700()S devin' macrOCl'l!.

Figure 4. MAX 7000E & MAX 7000S Device Macrocel/
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Combinatorial logic is implemented in the logic array, which provides
five product terms per macrocell. The product-term select matrix allocates
these product terms for use as either primary logic inputs (to the OR and
XOR gates) to implement combinatorial functions, or as secondary inputs
to the macrocell's register clear, preset, clock, and clock enable control
ftmctions. Two kinds of expander product terms ("expanders") are
available to supplement macrocelliogic resources:

• Shareable expanders, which are inverted product terms that are fed
back into the logic array

• Parallel expanders, which are product terms borrowed from adjacent
macrocells

The Altera development system automatically optimizes product-term
allocation according to the logic requirements of the design.

For registered functions, each macrocell flipflop can be individually
programmed to implement 0, T, JK, or SR operation with programmable
clock control. The flipflop can be bypassed for combinatorial operation.
During design entry, the designer specifies the desired flipflop type; the
Altera development software then selects the most efficient flipflop
operation for each registered function to optimize resource utilization.

Altera Corporation
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Each programmable register can be docked in three different modes:

• By a global clock signal. This mode achieves the fastest clock-to
output performance.

• By a global clock signal and enabled by an active-high clock
enable. This mode provides an enable on each flipflop while still
achieving the fast clock-to-output performance of the global
clock.

• By an array clock implemented with a product term. In this
mode, the flipflop can be clocked by signals from buried
macrocells or I/O pins.

In EPM7032, EPM7064, and EPM7096 devices, the global clock signal
is available from a dedicated clock pin, GCLKl, as shown in hgurl' I.
In MAX 7000E and MAX 70005 devices, two global clock signals are
available. As shown in Figure 2, these global clock signals can be the
true or the complement of either of the global clock pin.", GCLKI or
GCLK2.

Each register also supports asynchronous preset and clear functions.
As shown in hgun's .\ and 4, the product-term select matrix allocates
product terms to control these operations. Although the
product-term-driven preset and clear of the register are active high,
active-low control can be obtained by inverting the signal within the
logic array. In addition, each register clear function can be
individually driven by the active-low dedicated global clear pin
(GCLRn). Upon power-up, each register in the device will be set to a
low state.

All MAX 7000E and MAX 70005 I/O pins have a fast input path to a
macrocell register. This dedicated path allows a signal to bypass the
PIA and combinatorial logic and be driven to an input 0 flipflop
with an extremely fast (2.5 ns) input setup time.

Expander Product Terms

Although most logic functions can be implemented wi th the five
product terms available in each macrocell, the more complex logic
functions require additional product terms. Another macrocell can
be used to supply the required logic resources; however, the
MAX 7000 architecture also allows both shareable and parallel
expander product terms ("expanders") that provide additional
product terms directly to any macrocell in the same LAB. These
expanders help ensure that logic is synthesized with the fewest
possible logic resources to obtain the fastest possible speed.

11
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Each programmable register can be clocked in three difkrl'nt modes:

• l3ya global clock signal. This mode achieves the fastest clock-to
output performance.

• l3ya global clock signal and enabled by an active-high clock
enable. This mode provides an enable on each flipflop while still
achieving the fast clock-to-output performance of the global
clock.

• l3yan array clock implemented with a product term. In this
mode, the flipflop can be clocked by signals from buried
macrocells or I/O pins.

In EPM7032, EPM7064, and EPM7096 devices, the global clock signal
is available from a dedicated clock pin, GCLK1, as shown in! li;\II\' 1.

In MAX 7000E and MAX 7000S devices, two global clock signals are
available. As shown in Figure 2, these global clock signals can be the
h'ue or the complement of either of the global clock pins, GCLKl or
GCLK2.

Each register also supports asynchronous preset and clear functions.
As shown in h~lIn's 3 and 4, the product-term select mCltrixallocates
product terms to control these operations. Although the
product-term-driven preset and clear of the register an.' active high,
active-low control can be obtained by inverting the signal within the
logic array. In addition, each register clear function can be
individually driven by the active-low dedicated global clear pin
(GCLRn). Upon power-up, each register in the device will be set to a
low state.

All MAX 7000E and MAX 7000S I/O pins have a fast input path to a
macrocell register. This dedicated path allows a signal to bypass the
PIA and combinatorial logic and be driven to an input 0 flipflop
with an extremely fast (2.5 ns) input setup time.

Expander Product Terms

Although most logic functions can be implemented with the five
product terms available in each macrocell, the more complex logic
functions require additional product terms. Another macrocell can
be used to supply the required logic resources; however, the
MAX 7000 architecture also alloVl's both shareable and parallel
expander product terms ("expander<'l that provide additional
product terms directly to any manncell in the same LAL3.These
expanders help ensure that logic is synthesized with the fewest
possible logic resources to obtain the fastest possible s~1l'ed.
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The compiler can allocate up to three sets of up to five parallel expanders
automatically to the macrocells that require additional product terms.
Each set of five parallel expanders incurs a small, incremental timing
delay (tPEXP)' For example, if a macrocell requires 14 product terms, the
Compiler uses the five dedicated product terms within the macrocell and
allocates two sets of parallel expanders; the first set includes five product
terms and the second set includes four product terms, increasing the total
delay by 2 x (PEXP'

Two groups of 8 macrocells within each LAB (e.g., macrocells
1 through 8 and 9 through 16) form tvvochains to lend or borrow parallel
expanders. A macrocell borrows parallel expanders from lower
numbered macr0cells. For example, macrocell 8 can borrow parallel
expanders from macrocell 7, from macrocells 7 and 6, or from macrcxells
7,6, and 5. Within each group of 8, the lowest-numbered macrocell can
only lend parallel expanders and the highest-numbered macrocell can
only borrow them. hgurc (, shows how parallel expanders can be
borrowed from a neighboring macrocell.

Figure 6. Parallel Expanders

Unused prOduct terms in a macrocell can be allocated to a neighboring macrocell.
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Programmable Interconnect Array

Logic is routed between LAUs via the programmable intercOlU1ect array
(PIA). This global bus is a programmable path that connects any signal
SOUH'l' 10 any destination on the device. All MAX 7000 dedicated inputs,
I/O pins, and macrocell outputs feed the PIA, which makes the signals
available throughout the entire device. Only the signals required by each
LAB are actually routed from the PIA into the LAB. I-iglln' 7 shows how
the PIA signals are routed into the LAB. An EEPROM cell controls one
input to a 2-input AND gate, which selects a PIA signal to drive into the
LAB.

Figure 7. PIA Routing

To LAB

I
PIA Signals

While the routing delays of channel-based routing schemes in masked or
FPGAs are cumulative, variable, and path-dependent, the MAX 7000 PIA
has a fixed delay. The PIA thus eliminates skew between signals and
makes timing performance easy to predict.

110 Control Blocks

The I/O control block allows each I/O pin to be individually configured
for input, output, or bidirectional operation. All I/O pins have a tri-state
buffer that is individually controlled by one of the global output enable
signals or directly connected to ground or Vcc- figtlll' S shows the I/O
control block for the MAX 7000 famil y. The I/O control block of EPM7032,
EPM7064, and EPM7096 devices has two global output enable signals that
are driven by two dedicated active-low output enable pins (OEl and OE2).
The I/O control block of MAX 7000E and MAX 7000S devices has six

global output enable signals that are driven by the true or complement of
two output enable signals, a subset of the I/O pins, or a subset of the I/O
macrocells.

Altera Corporation
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Figure 8. 110Control Block of MAX 7000 Devices
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(1) The open-dr~in output option is available (lnlv in MAX 7000S devices
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Wlll'l1 till' lri-state bufkr C~)!ltrol is connecll'd to ground, till' output is

tri-sl,lkd (high impedance) and the I/O pin Ci1l1be used ciS,1 dediCilted

input. When the tri-state buffer control is connected to Vcc, the output is
l'n<lbkd.

The tvlAX 7000 architecture provides dual I/O feedback, in which

m<lCl\)c'l'l1(Hld pin feedbacks are independent. When an I/O pin is

n1l1fi~~lIrL'das an input, the associated macrocell can be used for buried

logic

In-System

Programma

bility (ISP)

16

MAX 70005 devices are in-system programmable via an

industry-standard 4-pin Joint Test Action Group OT AC) interface (IEEE
Std. 114').1-1990). ISP allows quick, efficient iterations during design

dL'\'c\0pI11ent and debugging cycles. The MAX 70005 architecture

inlenl<llly generates the high programming voltage required to program
EEPROM cells, allowing in-system programming with only a single 5.0 V

powl'r supply. During in-system programming, the 1/0 pins are tri-stated
and pulled-up to eliminate board conflicts. The pull-up value is nominally
50 kQ.

ISF Simplifies the manufacturing flow by allowing devices to be mounted
on i1 printed circuit board with standard in-circuit test equipment before

they ;lI'\ ~rogrammed. MAX 70005 devices can be programmed by
dmhtlUctding the information via in-circuit testers (lCT), embedded

processors, or the Altera MasterBlaster, ByteBlastellY1V, ByteBlaster,
13itB\;bll'r download cables. (The ByteBlaster cable is obsolete and is

repl<lced by the ByteBlasterMV cable, which can program and configure
2.5- V, :..:,-V, and 5.0- V devices.) Programming the devices after they are

placl'd on the board eliminates lead damage on high-pin-count packages
(e.i', .. Qff> packages) due to device handling and allows devices to be
reprogrammed after a system has already shipped to the field. For
example, product upgrades can be performed in the field via software or
modem.

In-system programming can be accomplished with either an adaptive or
constant algorithm. An adaptive algorithm reads information from the
unit and adapts subsequent programming steps to achieve the fastest

possible programming time for that unit. Because some in-circuit testers
cannot support an adaptive algorithm, Altera offers devices tested with a
constant algorithm. Devices tested to the constant algorithm are marked
with an "F" suffix in the ordering code.

The Jam™ Standard Test and Program.ming Language (ST APL) can be

used to program MAX 70005 devices with in-circuit testers, pes, or
embedded processor.

Altera Corporation
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For more information on using the Jam language, see .1/1/'//1' 'I :\'<'It' SS
,{ 1'.ill.'~ il,. ,lUll I ,!U<!:.I:~I' ,;,/, I...;/, c~ IC/~ ,".1,"1 Llllh','tll'tll'/'(,( l"'i' .

The 151'circuitry in MAX 70005 devices is compatible with IEEE Std. 1532
specification. The IEEE Std. 1532 is a standard developed to allow
concurrent ISP between multiple PLD vendors.

MAX 7000 devices offer a power-saving mode that supports low-power
operation across user-defined signal paths or the entire device. This
feature allows total power dissipation to be reduced by 50% or more,
because most logic applications require only a small fraction of all gates to
operate at maximum frequency.

The designer can program each individual macrocell in a MAX 7000
device for either high-speed (i.e., with the Turbo Bit™ option tumed on)
or low-power (i.e., with the Turbo Bit option tumed off) operation. As a
result, speed-critical paths in the design. can rW1at high speed, while the
remaining paths can operate at reduced power. Macrocells that run at low
power incur a nominal timing delay adder (fLPA) for the tLAIl, tLAC' ftC,

tEN' and tSExP' tACL' and tcppw parameters.

MAX 7000 device outputs can be programmed to meet a variety of
system-level requirements.

MultiVolt I/O Interface

MAX 7000 devices---€xcept 44-pin devices-support the MultiVolt I/O
interface feature, which allows MAX 7000 devices to interface with

systems that have differing supply voltages. The 5.0-V devices in all
packages can be set for 3.3-V or 5.0-V I/O pin operation. These devices
have one set of VCCpins for intemal operation and input buffers (VCCINT),
and another set for I/O output drivers (VCCIO).

The VCCINTpins must always be cOlU1ectedto a 5.0-V power supply. With
a 5.0-V VCClNT level, input voltage thresholds are at TTL levels, and are
therefore compatible with both 3.3-V and 5.0-V inputs.

The VCCIOpins can be connected to either a 3.3-V or a 5.0-V power supply,
depending on the output requirements. When the VCCIOpins are
cOIUlected to a 5.0-V supply, the output levels are compatible with 5.0-V
systems. When VCClO is cOlU1ectedto a 3.3-V supply, the output high is
3.3 V and is therefore compatible with 3.3-V or 5.0-V systems. Devices
operating with VCClO levels lower than 4.75 V incur a nominall y greater
timing delay of tOD2 instead of to01·

17
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Open-Drain Output Option (MAX 7000S Devices Only)

MAX 7000S devices provide an optional open-drain (fuIlctionally
('quiv;l1cnt to open-collector) output for eacl1l/0 pin. This open-drain
output ('llables the device to provide system-Ie'vel control signals (e.g..
interrupt and write enable signals) that can be asserted by any of several
devices. It can also provide an addit ional wired-OR plane.

By using an external 5.0-V pull-up resistor. output pins on MAX 7000S
devices can be set to Illeet 5.0-V CMOS input voltages. When VCC10is

3.3 V.sl'lting the open drain option will turn olTthe output pull-up
transistor, allowing the external pull-up resistor to pull the output high
enough to meet 5.0-V CMOS input voltages. When VCC10is 5.0 V, setting
the output drain option is not necessary because the pull-up transistor will
already turn off when the pin exceeds approximately 3.8 V, allowing the
external pull-up resistor to pull the output high enough to meet 5.0-V
CMOS input voltages.

Slew-Rate Control

The output buffer for each MAX 7000E and MAX 7000S I/O pin has an
adjustable output slew rate that can be configured for low-noise or high
speed performance. A fasler slew rate provides high-speed transitions for
high-performance systems. However, these fast transitions may introduce
noise transients into the system. A slow slew rate reduces system noise,
but adds a' nominal delay of 4 to 5 ns. In MAX 7000E devices, when the
Turbo Bit is turned off. the slew rate is set for low noise performance. For
MAX 7000S devices, each I/O pin has an individual EEPROM bit that
controls the slew rate, allowing designers to specify the slew rate on a

pin-by-pin basis.

Programming
with External
Hardware

••••

••••
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MAX 7000 devices can be programmed on Windows-based PCs with the
Altera Logic Programmer card. the Master Programming Unit (MPU).
and the appropriate device adapter. The MPU performs a continuity
check to ensure adequate electrical contact between the adapter and the
device.

For more information, see the AI/era Prograrl11/Jing 11a((lwaIl' [)il/a S/I('cl.

The Altera development system can use text- or waveform-format test
vectors created with the Text Editor or Waveform Editor to test the

programmed device. For added design verification, designers can
perform functional testing to compare the functional behavior of a
MAX 7000 device with the results of simulation. Moreover, Data I/O, BP

Microsystems, and other programming hardware manufacturers also
provide programming support for Altera devices.

For IllOrc~informat iOll, see the 1)m,£:r;lIIJIJIin~ / {;Jrr!\\;/((' 1\I;1I1UI:l(/ ([f('IS .

Altera Corporation
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1149.1 (JTAG)
Boundary-Scan

Support

MAX 7000 Programmable Logic Device Family Data Sheet

MAX 7000 devices support ITAG BST circuitry as specified by IEEE Std.
1149.1-1990. Idbk (l describes the JTAG instructions supported by the
MAX 7000 family. The pin-out tables (see the Altera web site
(http://www.altera.com) or the Altera Digital Library for pin-out
information) show the location of the ITAG control pins for each device.
If the ITAG interface is not required, the .ITAG pins are available as user
I/O pins.

Table 6. MAX 7000 JTAG Instructions

JTAG Instruction

Devices Description

SAMPLE/PRELOAD

EPM7128SAllows a snapshot of signals at the device pins to be captured and
EPM7160S

examined during normal device operation, and permits an initial data
EPM7192S

pattern output at the device pins.
EPM7256SEXTEST

EPM7128SAllows the external circuitry and board-level interconnections to be
EPM7160S

tested by forcing a test pattern at the output pins and capturing test
EPM7192S

results at the input pins.
EPM7256SBYPASS

EPM7032SPlaces the 1-bit bypass register between the TDI and TDO pins, which
EPM7064S

allows the BST data to pass synchronously through a selected device
EPM7128S

to adjacent devices during normal device operation.
EPM7160S EPM7192SEPM7256SIDCODE

EPM7032SSelects the IDCODE register and places it between TOI and TOO,

EPM7064S
allowing the IDCODE to be serially shifted out of TOO.

EPM7128S EPM7160SEPM7192SEPM7256SISP Instructions

EPM7032SThese instructions are used when programming MAX 7000S devices
EPM7064S

via the JT AG ports with the MasterBlaster, ByteBlasterMV, BitBlaster
EPM7128S

download cable, or using a Jam File (.jam), Jam Byte-Code file (.jbc),
EPM7160S

or Serial Vector Format file (.svf) via an embedded processor or test
EPM7192S

equipment.
EPM7256S

Altera Corporation 19
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Table 8. 32-8it MAX 7000 Device IDCODE Note 11l

Device

IOCODE (32 Bits)

Version

Part Number (16 Bits)
I Manufac::urer's \ 1 (1 Bit) 1

(4 Bits)

Identitv (11 Bits) (2)

EPM7032S

00000111 0000 0011 0010000011011101

EPM7064S

0000D111 0000 0110 0100000011011101

EPM7128S

00000111 0001 0010 100000001101110 I1

EPM7160S

00000111 0001 0110 0000000011011101

EPM7192S

00000111 0001 1001 0010000011011101

EPM7256S

00000111 0010 0101 0110000011011101

Notes:

(1) The most significant bit (MSB) is on the left.
(2) The least significant bit (LSB) for all JTAG IDCODEs is 1.

---------- -------.,----.'--

Table 7. MAX 7000S Boundary-Scan Register Length --' Oevice
Boundary-Scan Register length-- EPM7032S 1 (1)-- EPM7064S 1 (1)

EPM7128S

288

EPM7160S

312-_.- EPM7192S
360---- EPM7256S
480

Note:

(1) Tl,is device does not support JTAG boundary-scan testing_ Selecting either the
FXTEST or SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction will select the one-bit bn)<1ss register.

The instruction r('gistl'r length of MAX 7000S devices is to bits. i .1l1ll'" ;

and, show thl' boundary-scan register length and device lGeODE
information for MAX 7000S devices.
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, I\',lll\' \I shows the timing requirements for the JTAC signals.

Figure 9. MAX 7000 JTAG Waveforms
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! ,il"" \I shows the JTAC timing parameters and values for
MAX 70005 devices.

Table 9. JTAG Timing Parameters & Values for MAX 7000S Devices

Symbol

ParameterMinMaxUnit

tJCP

TCK clock period 100ns

tJCH

TCK clock high time 50ns

tJCL

TCK clock low time 50ns

tJPSU

JT AG port setup time 20ns

tJPH

JT AG port hold time 45ns

tJPCO

JT AG port clock to output 25ns

tJPZX

JT AG port high impedance to valid output 25ns

tJPXZ

JT AG port valid output to high impedance 25ns

tJSSU

Capture register setup time 20ns

tJSH

Capture register hold time 45ns

tJSCO

Update register clock to output 25ns

tJSZX

Update register high impedance to valid output 25ns

tJSXZ

Update register valid output to high impedance 25ns
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To Test

System

vcc

C1 (includes JIG

capacitance)

Altera Corporation

250 ~~
[B.06KQ]

Device input
rise and fall
times < 3 ns

464 Q
(703 Q]

Device

Output

MAX 7000S devices are not shipped in carriers./.1

""'I'

For detailed information and carrier dimensions, refer to the ()II' l. i ,1('/

<.' [1, ,I"/'jli"111 :)od:cI DU/II SIli't'f.

Figure 10. MAX 7000 AC Test Conditions

Power supply transients can affect AC

measurements. Simultaneous

transitions of multiple outputs should be

avoided for accurate measurement.

Threshold tests must not be performed

under AC conditions. Large-amplitude,

fast ground-current transients normally

occur as the device outputs discharge

the load capacitances. When these

transients flow through the parasitic

inductance between the device ground

pin and the test system ground,
significant reductions in observable
noise immunity can result. Numbers in

brackets are for 2.5-V devices and

outputs. Numbers without brackets are
for 3.3-V devices and outputs.

MAX 7000 and MAX 7000E devices in QFP packages with 100 or more

pins are shipped in special plastic carriers to protect the QFP leads. The
carrier is used with a prototype development socket and special

programming hardware available from Altera. This carrier teclu10logy
makes it possible to program, test, erase, and reprogram a device wi thout
exposing the leads to mechanical stress.

Each MAX 7000 device is functionally tested. Complete testing of each

progr,lll1lnable EEPROM bit and all internal logic elements ensures 100%
programming yield. AC test measurements are taken under conditions
equivalent to those shown in liglm' Ill. Test patterns can be used and then
era~;~'dduring early stages of the production flow.

Alll'v1!\X 7000 devices contain a programmable security bit that controls
access to the data programmed into the device. When this bit is

programmed, a proprietary design implemented in the device cannot be
copied or retrieved. This feature provides a high level of design security .~
becaUSl' programmed data within EEPROM cells is invisible. The security
bit that controls this function, as well as all other programmed data, is

reset only when the device is reprogrammed.

For more information, see '\1'1"/<1/1/(1,/\(11: \,) i fi ! I //1'1 [,II \, ,)

i;11/iJ:,,',,; II SlilU i 1"111/:\ II/ /\I/I'/dl )(,'/1 1,·1

••••
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Operating
Conditions

MAX 7000 Programmable Logic Device Family Data Sheet

1"1,1,,,.;III through I" provide information about absolute maximum
ratings, recommended operating conditions, operating conditions, and
capacitance for 5.0-V MAX 7000 devices.

Table 10. MAX 7000 5.0-V Device Absolute Maximum Ratings N(lli'l i)

Symbol

Parameter ConditionsMinMaxUnit

Vee

Supply voltage With respect to ground (21-2.07.0V

VI

DC input voltage -2.07.0V

lOUT

DC output current. per pin -2525mA

TSTG

Storage temperature No bias --65150°C

TAMS

Ambient temperature Under bias--65135°C

TJ

Junction temperature Ceramic packages, under bias150°C

PQFP and RQFP packages, under bias

135°C

Table 11. MAX 7000 5.0-V Device Recommended Operating Condf~,'ons

Symbol

Parameter ConditionsMinMaxUnit

veelNT

Supply voltage for intemallogic and(3), (4) 4.755.25V

input buffers

(4.50)(5.50)

VCCIO

Supply voltage for output drivers,(3), (.J) 4.755.25V

5.0-Voperation
(4.50)(5.50)

Supply voltage for output drivers,

(31, (.J), is) 3.003.60V

3.3-Voperation

(3.00)(3.60)

VCCISP

Supply voltage during ISP (6) 4.755.25V

VI

Input voltage -0.5 (71VCCINT+ 0.5V

Vo

Output voltage 0VCC10V

TA

Ambient temperature For commercial use070°C

For industrial use

-4085°C

TJ

Junction temperature For commercial use090°C

For industrial use

-40105°C

tR

Input rise time 40ns

tF

Input fall time 40ns
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Operating
Conditions

MAX 7000 Programmable Logic Device Family Data Sheet

1.1\'\\'''; Iil through I" provide information about absolute maximum
ratings, recommended operating conditions, operating conditions, and
capacitance for 5.0-V MAX 7000 devices.

Table 10. MAX 7000 5.0-V Device Absolute Maximum Ratings Noic' I I)
--Symbol

Parameter ConditionsMinMaxUnit

vcc

Supply voltage With respect to ground (21-2.07.0V

VI

DC input voltage -2.07.0V

lOUT

DC output current, per pin -2525mA

TSTG

Storage temperature No bias -65150°C

TAMS

Ambient temperature Under bias-65135°C

TJ

Junction temperature Ceramic packages, under bias150°C

POFP and ROFP packages. under bias

135°C

Table 11. MAX 7000 5.0-V Device Recommended Operating Cond!~lons

Symbol

Parameter ConditionsMinMaxUnit

VCCINT

Supply voltage for intemallogic and(3), (::) 4.755.25V

input buffers

(4.50)(5.50)

VCCIO

Supply voltage for output drivers.(3), {.J) 4.755.25V

5.0-V operation

(4.50)(5-50)

Supply voltage for output drivers,

(:n, i.J), iSI 3.003.60V

3.3- V operation
(3.00)(3.60)

VCCISP

Supply voltage during ISP (6) 4.755.25V

VI

Input voltage -0.5 (7)VCCINT + 0.5V

Vo

Output voltage 0VCC10V

TA

Ambient temperature For commercial use070°C

For industrial use

-4085°C

TJ

Junction temperature For commercial use090°C

For industrial use

-40105°C

tR

Input rise time 40ns

tF

Input fall time 40ns
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MAX 7000 Programmable Logic Device Family Data Sheet

Notes to ta/IiI'S:

(1) Seethe (1,11",1111.'\' l<i\,'.ll,"l"II/I'/i!·, 1.11 .\lfl'I,11 )""/1 (" J )111:1 ·;/i((f.

(2) Minimum DC input voltage on I/O pins is -0.5 V and on 4 dedicated input pins is -0.3 V. During transitions, the
inputs may undershoot to -2.0 V or overshoot to 7.0 V for input currents le>-~than 100 mA and periods shorter than
20 n5

(3) Numbers in parentheses are for industrial-temperature-range devices.
(4) VCC must rise monotonically.
(5) 3.3-V I/O operation is not available for 44-pin packages.
(6) The VCClSr parameter applies only to MAX 70005 devices.
(7) During in-system programming, the minimum DC input voltage is -0.3 V.
(8) These values are ~pecified under the MAX 7000 recommended operating conditions in l.d';, '1,' ",.1 "

(9) The paraml'ter is measured with 50% of the outputs each sourcing the specified current. The IOH pM,llneter refers
to high-level ITL or CMOS output current.

(10) The parameter is measured with 50% of the outputs each sinking the specified current. The IOL par,lmeter refers to
low-level ITL, PCI, or CMOS output current.

(11) When tilE'ITAG interface is enilbled in MAX 70005 devices, the input leakage current on the JTAG pins is typically
--60 ~IA.

(12) Capacitance is measured at 25° C and is sample-tested only. The DEl pin h,l>-a maximum capacitance of 20 pF.

I i~~llr(' II shows the typical output drive characteristics of MAX 7000
devices.

Figure 11. Output Orive Characteristics of 5.0-V MAX 7000 Oevices

52532

150
10L

150r\

10L

~120

Typical 10

Typical 1090

Output
VCC10=5.0 VOutputJ/\VcC10= 3.3 V

Current (mA)
Room TemperatureCurrent (mA)Room Temperature

10H

v0 Output Voltage (V) Vo Output Voltage (V)

Timing Model MAX 7000 device timing can be analyzed with the Altera software, with a
variety of popular industry-standard EDA simulators and timing
analyzers, or with the timing model shown in l·i~lIr,· 12.MAX 7000
devices have fixed internal delays that enable the designer to determine
the worst-case timing of any design. The Altera software provides timing
simulation, point-to-point delay prediction, and detailed timing analysis
for a device-wide performance evaluation.
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I/O

Delay

110

Output
Delay

1001

1002(2)
tOD3

Ixz
tzx•

Izx2(2)

tZX3 (1)

Register
Delay

Isu
fH

lpm:
feUl
InD

ICOMB

fF5u

IFf!

Parallel

Expander Delay
(PEX/-,

Altera Corporation

For more infomration, see'\i'J1JI,nfj"1! ,\O,l/( q i 'I rli<iIT,tillld/lI:~ !\L\.\ ;-(1(1(, ..•.

I!lill J.

The timing characteristics of any signal path can be derived from the
timing model and parameters of a particular device. External timing
parameters, which represent pin-to-pin timing delays, can be calculated
as the sum of intemal parameters. hi~11rl' \ ~ shows the internal timing
relationship of internal and external delay parameters.

••••

26

-~ ----111;:~;:,-:~-~- -- --- -

L. tlN_ 3-' ~

--~ PIA

___ D"O lay

II'IA

~~ ----

--~_.----

Noles:

(1) Only <lv<lll,lble in MAX 7000E and MAX 7000S devices.

(2) Not available in 44-pin devices.

Figure 12. MAX 7000 Timing Model
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Figure 13. Switching Waveforms

tR & tF < 3 ns.

Inputs are driven at 3 V

for a logic high and 0 V

for a logic low. All timing
characteristics are

measured at 1.5 V
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1.11'1, . I' through:', ~h()\\' thl' MAX 7000 and MAX 7UOOr: AC operating
cunditions.

--" ---~-_ ..._-~----~._----- ~--- ---

Table 16. MAX 7000 ~ MAX 7000E External Timing Parameters

(M/I' 11 )

--

_u __ -----_.----~ ---

Symbol
ParameterConditions-6 Speed Grade-7 Speed GradeUnit

Min

MaxMinMax
-

- ----
tpDl

Input to non-registered outputCl =35pF6.07.5ns__ "_n. ______
---- -------

tp02
I/O input to non-registered outputCl = 35 pF6.07.5ns-----~. tsu
Global clock setup time 5.06.0ns

_. _____ o_n_

-

tH
Global clock hold time 0.00.0ns- ..--- .--------
--.- ---

tF'SU
Global clock setup time of fast inputi:')2.5 3.0ns-_._--~ tF'H
Global clock hold time of fast input(l)0.5 0.5ns.----- tCOl
Global clock to output delayCl = 35 pF4.04.5ns~---- tCH
Global clock high time 2.53.0ns- tel
Global clock low time 2.53.0ns

tASU

Array clock setup time 2.53.0ns---.-- -- -.
tAH

Array clock hold time 2.02.0ns

tACOl

Array clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF6.57.5ns

tACH

Array clock high time 3.03.0ns

tAcL

Array clock low time 3.03.0ns

teppw

Minimum pulse width for clear and(J)3.0 3.0ns

preset
looH

Output data hold time after clockC1 = 35 pF (4)1.0 1.0ns

teNT

Minimum global clock period 6.68.0ns

ICNT
Maximum internal global clock(5)151.5125.0MHz

frequency tAcNT

Minimum array clock period 6.68.0ns

IACNT
Maximum internal array clock(:-;)151.5125.0MHz

frequency IMAX
Maximum clock frequency (61200166.7MHz

28 Altera Corporation
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MAX 7000 Programmable Logic Device Family Data Sheet

Table 17. MAX 7000 & MAX 7000E Internal Timing Parameters rv " 'J

Symbol

ParameterConditionsSpeed Grade -6Speed Grade-7Unit

Min

MaxMinMax

t,N

Input pad and buffer delay 0.40.5ns

t,O

I/O input pad and buffer delay 0.40.5ns

tFIN

Fast input delay (210.81.0ns

tSExP

Shared expander delay 3.54.0ns

tpEXP

Parallel expander delay 0.80.8ns

tLAO

Logic array delay 2.03.0ns

tLAC

Logic control array delay 2.03.0ns

tlOE

Internal output enable delay (2) 2.0ns

tOOl

Output buffer and pad delay C1 = 35 pF2.02.0ns

Slow slew rate = off, VCC10 = 5.0 V
to02

Output buffer and pad delay C1 = 35 pF (7)2.52.5ns

Slow slew rate = off, VCC10 = 3.3 V
t003

Output buffer and pad delay C1 = 35 pF 12.17.07.0ns
Slow slew rate = on, VCC10 = 5.0 V or 3.3 VtZXI

Output buffer enable delay C1 = 35 pF4.04.0ns

Slow slew rate = off, VCC10 = 5.0 V
tZX2

Output buffer enable delay C1 =35 pF (714.54.5ns

Slow slew rate = off, VCC10 = 3.3 V
tZX3

Output buffer enable delay C1 = 35 pF (2)9.09.0ns
Slow slew rate = on VCC10 = 5.0 V or 3.3 Vtxz

Output buffer disable delay C1 = 5 pF4.04.0ns

tsu
Register setup time 3.03.0ns

tH

Register hold time 1.52.0ns

tFSU

Register setup time of fast input(2j2.53.0ns

tFH

Register hold time of fast input(210.50.5ns

tRO

Register delay 0.81.0ns

tCOMB

Combinatorial delay 0.81.0ns

tiC

Array clock delay 2.53.0ns

tEN

Register enable time 2.03.0ns

tGLOB

Global control delay 0.81.0ns

tpRE

Register preset time 2.020ns

tCLA

Register clear time 2.02.0ns

tPIA

PIA delay 0.81.0ns

tLPA

Low-power adder (,',j10.010.0ns
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Table 18. MAX 7000 & MAX 7000E External Timing Parameters

th ".': ;

-_ .._-~-------_.------'- Symbol
ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

MAX 1000E (-1 OP)

MAX 7000 (-10)

MAX 7000E (-10)
Min

MaxMinMax
__ n_

tpDI
Input to non-registered outputC1 =35pF10.010~0ns

tpD2

I/O input to non-registered outputC1=35pF10.010.0ns

tsu

Global clock setup time 7.08.0ns

tH

Global clock hold time 0.00.0ns

tFSU

Global clock setup time of fast input(2)3.03.0ns

tFH

Global clock hold lime of fast input(.'10.50.5ns

leOI

Global clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF5.05ns

leH

Global clock high time 4.04.0ns

leL

Global clock low time 4.04.0ns

tASU

Array clock setup time 2.03.0ns

tAH

Array clock hold time 3.03.0ns

tACOl

Array clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF10.010~0ns

tACH

Array clock high time 4.04.0ns

tAcl

Array clock Icw time 4.04.0ns

leppw

Minimum pulse width for clear and:.3)4.04.0ns
preset

tOOH

Output data hold time after clockC1 = 35 pF (ei!1.01.0ns

leNT

Minimum global clock period 10.010.0ns

fCNT

Maximum internal global clock(5}100.0100.0MHz

frequency
tACNT

Minimum array clock period 10.010~0ns

fACNT
Maximum internal array clock(5)100~O1000M~

frequency
fMAX

Maximum clock frequency (6)125.0125.0MHz

Altera Corporation
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Table 19. MAX 7000 & MAX 7000E Internal Timing Parameters
'.'

N'.,')

Symbol

ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

MAX 7000E (-lOP)

MAX 7000 (-10)

MAX 7000E (-10)
Min

MaxMinMax

IJN

Input pad and buffer delay 0.51.0ns

110

I/O input pad and buffer delay 0.51.0ns

tFIN

Fast input delay (2) 1.01.0ns

ISEXP

Shared expander delay 5.05.0ns

IpE::p

Parallel expander delay 0.80.8ns

ILAO

Logic array delay 5.05.0ns

ILAC

Logic control array delay 5.050ns

IIOE

Internal output enable delay(2) 2.02.0ns

1001

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF1.52.0ns
Slow slew rate = off

VCC10 = 5.0 V
,-1002

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF (,-)2.02.5ns
Slow slew rate = off

I
VCC10 = 3.3 V

1003

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF (2)5.56.0ns
Slow slew rate = on

VCC10 = 5.0 V or 3.3 VtZXI

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF5.05.0ns
Slow slew rate = off

VCCIO = 5.0 VIZX2

Output buffer enable delayC1=35pF(7)5.55.5ns
Slow slew rate = off

VCC10 = 3.3 VIZX3

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF 1219.09.0ns
Slow slew rate = on

IVCC10 = 5.0 V or 3.3 V
Ixz

Output buffer disable delayC1 = 5 pF5.05.0ns

Isu

Register setup time 2.03.0ns

IH

Register hold time 3.03.0ns

IFSU

Register setup time of fast input(2)3.03.0ns

IFH

Register hold time of fast input(210.50.5ns

IRO

Register delay 2.01.0ns

ICOMB

Combinatorial delay I2.0 1.0ns

tiC

Array clock delay I
5.0 5.0ns

Register enable time

I

5.0 5.0IEN ns

IGLOB

Global control delay
I

1.0 1.0
1

ns

IpRE

Register preset time I30 30ns

tCLR

Register clear time
,

3.0 3.0ns---- --- tplA
PIA delay 1.010ns

-~

-----
ILPA

Low-power adder (I'l} 11.011.0ns
~-
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Table 20. MAX lOaD & MAX lOOOEExternal Timing Parameters
t/; ')l) ( l

--------- .

.. _.~_.-- .-------'-
Symbol

ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit
---MAX 7000E (-12P)

MAX 7000 (-12)

MAX 7000E (-12)Min

MaxMinMax
.-.-.-

-. .-.--
tpOI

Input to non-registered outputC1 =35pF12012.0ns

tp02

I/O input to non-registered outputC1 = 35 pF12.012.0ns

tsu

Global clock setup time 7.010.0ns
-'-'-

--
tH

Global clock hold time 0.00.0ns-----.-- tFsu
Global clock setup time of fast input!.::,l303.0ns

tFH

Global clock hold time of fast inputi'0.00.0ns

leOI

Global clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF6.060ns-- leH
Global clock high time 4.04.0ns

leL

Global clock low time 4.04.0ns
~_._-

tASU
Array clock setup time 3.04.0ns. -.-" tAH
Array clock hold time 4.04.0ns._-.- tACOI
Array clock to output delayC1 =35pF12.012.0ns---- tACH
Array clock high time 5.05.0ns

tAcL

Array clock low time 5.05.0ns
---~.- lePPw

Minimum pulse width for clear and\:_1.5.05.0ns
preset

tooH

Output data hold time alter clockC1=35pFic;!1.01.0ns

leNT

Minimum global clock period 11.011.0ns

fCNT

Maximum internal global clockI.90.990.9MHz

frequency tACNT

Minimum array clock period 11.011.0ns

fACNT

Maximum internal array clock~'~l,"90.990.9MHz

frequency fMAX

Maximum clock frequency ( (-i)125.0125.0MHz

Altera Corporation
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-_.~----~~--

Table 21. MAX 7000 & MAX 7000£ Internal Timing Parameters
M",'J

Symbol

ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

MAX 7000E (-12P)

MAX 7000 (-12)

MAX 7000E (-12)
Min

MaxMinMax

IIN

Input pad and buffer delay 1.02.0ns

110

I/O input pad and buffer delay 1.02.0ns

IFIN

Fast input delay (2.1. 1.01.0ns

ISExp

Shared expander delay 7.07.0ns

tpEXP

Parallel expander delay 1.01.0ns

tLAo

Logic array delay 7.05.0ns

tLAC

Logic control array delay 5.05.0ns

tlOE

Internal output enable delay!2l 2.02.0ns

tOOl

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF1.03.0ns
Slow slew rate = off VCC10 = 5.0 ~Ito02

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF ;i)2.04.0ns
Slow slew rate = off

VCC10 = 3.3 VtOD3

Output buffer and pad delayC1=35pFi?15.07.0ns
Slow slew rate = on VCCIO = 5.0 V or 3.3 VtZXI

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF6.06.0ns
Slow slew rate = off VCC10 = 5.0 VtZX2

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF 1717.07.0ns
Slow slew rate = off

VCC10 = 3.3 VtZX3

Output buffer enable delayC1=35pF12110.010.0ns
Slow slew rate = on VCCIO = 5.0 V or 3.3 Vtxz

Output buffer disable delayC1 = 5 pF6.06.0ns

tsu

Register setup time 1.04.0ns

tH

Register hold time 6.04.0ns

tFSU

Register setup time of fast input12)4.02.0ns

tFH

Register hold time of fast input(2)0.02.0ns

tRO

Register delay 2.01.0ns

tCOMB

Combinatorial delay 2.01.0ns

tiC

Array clock delay 5.05.0ns

tEN

Register enable time 7.05.0ns

tGLOB

Global control delay 2.00.0ns

tpRE

Register preset time 4.030ns

tCLR

Register clear time 4.03.0ns

tplA

PIA delay 1.01.0ns

tLPA

Low-power adder (IJI 120120ns
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------ ~-_ ..~----------~._ ..---~-----------.__ .._-- ~._- ----- - -------~- ----------- -_._-~_._------------,._--

Table 22. MAX 7000 & MAX 7000E External Timing Parameters

IIII( /1

-------. Symbol
ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

--. -15
-15T-20

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMax
'---

.-

IpOl
Input to non-registered outputC1=35pF15.015.020.0ns

..~----~
'--- .

Ip02
I/O input to non-registeredC1 = 35 pF15.015.020.0ns

output
-

-- - --

lsu
Global clock setup time 11.011.012.0ns--.

----
IH

Global clock hold time 0.00.00.0ns"-'-
--

IFSU
Global clock setup time of fast,'1',3.0-5.0ns\ ~- .'

input ---- ------------.
tFH

Global clock hold time of fast12.10.0-0.0ns

input
--- leOl

Global clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF8.08.012.0ns

lcH

Global clock high time 5.06.06.0ns

leL

Global clock low time 5.06.06.0ns

IASU

Array clock setup time 4.04.05.0ns

tAH

Array clock hold time 4.04.05.0ns

IACOl

Array clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF15.0)5.020.0ns

~.
Array clock high time 6.0658.0ns

tACL

Array clock low time 6.06.58_0ns

lcPPw

Minimum pulse width for clearn6.06.58.0ns

and preset
lcOH

Output data hold lime afterC1 = 35 pF :.oil1.01.01.0ns
clock

leNT

Minimum global clock period 13.013.016.0ns

:ICNT
Maximum internal global clock:5)76.976.962.5MHz

frequency IACNT

Minimum array clock period 13.013.016.0ns

IACNT
Maximum internal array clock,S)76.976.962.5MHz

frequency 1MAX

Maximum clock frequency6)10083.383.3MHz

34
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Table 23. MAX 7000 & MAX 7000E Internal Timing Parameters Nrt.tl::.l)

Symbol

ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

-15

-1ST-20

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMax

tIN

Input pad and buffer delay 2.02.03.0ns

t,O

I/O input pad and buffer delay 2.02.03.0ns

tFIN

Fast input delay (2)2.0-4.0ns

tSExP

Shared expander delay 8.010.09.0ns

tpEXP

Parallel expander delay 1.01.02.0ns

tLAD

Logic array delay 6.06.08.0ns

tLAC

Logic control array delay 6.06.08.0ns

tlOE

Internal output enable delay(?)3.0-4.0ns

tOOl

Output buffer and pad delayCl =35pF4.04.05.0ns
Slow slew rate = off VCC10 = 5.0 Vt002

Output b'Jli","r and pad delayCl = 35 pF (7)5.0-6.0ns
Slow slew rate = off

VCC10 = 3.3 Vt003

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF (0"18.0-9.0ns
Slow slew rate = on VCC10 = 5.0 V or 3.3 V

tZXl

Output buffer enable delayCl = 35 pF6.06.010.0ns
Slow slew rate = off VCC10 = 5.0 VtZX2

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF (7)7.0-11.0ns
Slow slew rate = off

VCC10 = 3.3 VtZX3

Output buffer enable delayCl = 35 pF (2)10.0-14.0ns
Slow slew rate = on VCC10 = 5.0 V or 3.3 Vtxz

Output buffer disable delayCl = 5 pF6.06.010.0ns

tsu

Register setup time 4.04.04.0ns

tH

Register hold time 4.04.05.0ns

tFSU

Register setup time of fast input(2)2.0-4.0ns

tFH

Register hold time of fast input(2)2.0-3.0ns

tRO

Register delay 1.01.01.0ns

tCOMB

Combinatorial delay 1.01.01.0ns

t,C

Array clock delay 6.06.08.0ns

tEN

Register enable time 6.06.08.0ns

tGLOB

Global control delay 1.01.03.0ns

tpRE

Register preset time 4.04.04.0ns

tCLR

Register clear time 4.04.04.0ns

tplA

PIA delay 2.02.030ns

tLPA

Low-power adder (8)13.015.0150ns
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I ,1i,:., II and ~r; show the EPM7032S AC operating conditions,

Table 24. EPM7032S EA/ernal Timing Parameters (Part 1 of 2) No!!?! II

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-5

-6-7-10

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

tpD1

Input to non-registered outputC1 = 35 pF5.06.07.510.0ns

tpD2

I/O input to non-registeredC1 =35pF5.06.07.510.0ns

output
tsu

Global clock setup time 2.94.05.07.0ns

tH

Global clock hold time 0.00.00.00.0ns

tFsu

Global clack setup time of fast 2.52.52.53.0ns

input -1tFH
Global clock hold time of fast 0.00.00.00.5ns

input
tC01

Global clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF3.23.54.35.0ns

tcH

Global clock high time 2.02.53.04.0ns

tCL

Global clock low time 2.02.53.04.0ns

tASU

Array clock setup time 0.70.91.12.0ns

tAH

Array clock hold time 1.82.12.73.0ns

tAC01

Array clock to output delayC1 =35pF5.46.68.210.0ns

tACH

Array clock high time 2.52.53.04.0ns

tACL

Array clock low time 2.52.53.04.0ns

tcppw

Minimum pulse width for clear12)2.52.53.04.0ns
and preset

tODH

Output data hold time afterC1 = 35 pF 0)1.01.01.01.0ns
clock

tCNT

Minimum global clock period 5.77.08.610.0ns

fCNT

Maximum internal global clock,Ii175.4142.9116.3100.0MHz

frequency tACNT

Minimum array clock period 5.77.08.610.0ns. --~----

36

No/('~ /0 /,,"ft'~:

(1) Thl'Sl' v,Ilues Me spl'cifil'd undl'l th' Iwoml1ll'nded operating conditions shown in 1,11,1, II. See il,~1111 " tor more

inform,Iti,)n on switching waveforms.
(2) This pMilmeter applies to MAX 7000E devices only.
(J) This minimum pulse width for prl'set ,1l1ddear applies for both global clear and array controls. The ILPA p,1ramL'ter

Illust be ,Itided to this minilllum width if the clear or reset signal incorporates the IrAD parameter into the signal
p,Hh.

(.t) This p.namL'ter is" guideline th,lt is sample-tested only and is based on extensive device characteri:r.ation. This
paranwtl'1 applies for both global ,I!ld array docking.

(5) These ~'.u,lmeters are measured with ,1 lG-bit loadable, enabled, up/down counter ~)rogrammed into each LAB.
(6) The {MAX values represent the hi~hest frequency for pipelined data.
(7) Operating conditions: VCClO = 3.3 V:t 10% for commercial and industrial use.
(8) The IU'A ~)arameter must be added to the tLAD' tLAc, tIC, tEN, ISEXP' tACt, and tcrrw parameters for macrocells

running in the low-power mode.
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Table 24. EPM7032S External Timing Parameters (Part 2 of 2)
fj. :;., . :'

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-5

-6-7-10

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

fACNT

Maximum internal array clock(·Ji175.4142.9116.3100.0MHz

frequency fMAX

Maximum clock frequency'))250.0200.0166.7125.0MHz

Table 25. EPM1032S Internal Timing Parameters Nolt! (/)

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-5

-6-7-10

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

tiN

Input pad and buffer delay (1.20.20.30.5ns

tlO

I/O input pad and buffer delay I0.2 0.20.30.5ns

tFIN

Fast input delay 2.22.12.51.0ns

tSEXP

Shared expander delay 3.13.84.65.0ns

tpEXP

Parallel expander delay 0.91.11.40.8ns

tLAO

Logic array delay 2.63.34.05.0ns

tLAC

Logic control array delay 2.53.34.05.0ns

tlOE

Internal output enable delay 0.70.81.02.0ns

tOOl

Output buffer and pad delayCl = 35 pF0.20.30.41.5ns

tOD2

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF ;(i:0.70.80.92.0ns

tOOO

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF5.25.35.45.5ns

tZXI

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF4.04.04.05.0ns

tZX2

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF 1(';4.54.54.55.5ns

tZX3

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF9.09.09.09.0ns

txz

Output buffer disable delayC1 = 5 pF4.04.04.05.0ns

tsu

Register setup time 0.81.01.32.0ns

tH

Register hold time 1.72.02.53.0ns

tFSU

Register setup time of fast 1.91.81.73.0ns

input
tFH

Register hold time of fast 0.60.70.80.5ns

input
tRO

Register delay 1.2161.92.0ns

tCOMB

Combinatorial delay 0.91.11.42.0ns

tiC

Array clock delay 2.73.44.25.0ns

tEN

Register enable time 2.6334.05.0ns

tGLOB

Global control delay 1.6,

1.4
1.71.0ns-_.~ ..-. I 2'4tPRE

Register preset time 2.03.03.0ns
~---

~---~--
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i .1b;", .'.' and 27 show the EPM7064S AC operating conditions.

- ----------'--'-~ - ----"---- -".- .'---. ---~-~- -.------------------------.-------- - .--- --"--

'5. EPM1032S Infernal Timing Parameters

iJl ' i I

.------~------ ~----------,---------_ .._-----
Parameter

Conditions Speed GradeUnit

-5

-6-7-10

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax
.----- Register clear time

2.02.43.03.0ns

PIA delay

1'11.11.11.41.0ns
---- Low-power adder

,..n12.010.010.011.0ns

Table 26. EPM1064S External Timing Parameters (Part 1 of 2) i\/. ~:~~ ( Ii

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-5

-6-7-10

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

tpDI

Input to non-registered outputC1 = 35 pF5.06.07.510.0ns

tpD2

I/O input to non-registeredC1 = 35 pF5.06.07.510.0 I ns

output

I

tsu

Global clock setup time 2.93.66.07.0ins

tH

Global clock hold time 0.00.00.00.0Ins

tFsu

Global clock setup time of fast 2.52.53.03.0,

ns

input

i

tFH

Global clock hold time of fast 0.00.00.50.5
,

ns
input

tCOI

Global clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF3.24.04.55.0i
ns

tCH

Global clock high time 2.02.53.04.0ns

tCL

Global clock low time 2.02.53.04.0
,

!
n5

tASU

Array clock setup time 0.70.93.02.0ns--- -.-

38

Table

Symbo

Notes to talJ/es:

(1) These v,llues are specified under the recommended operating conditions shown in 1,11,1.- II. See hglln' I; for m"re
inforlll.1tion on switching WaVd(1rms.

(:'-) This minimum pulse width for preset and clear applies for both global clL'ar and array controls. The ILPA parameter
must be ,ldded to this minimum \vidth if the clear or reset signal incorporates the ICAD parameter into the signal
f)ath.

(l) This p.u<lIneter is a guideline th<lt is sample-ksted only and is based on extensive device characterization. Thi~
pa:·.lmeter applies for buth global and array clocking.

(4) These p.nameters are measured with a 16-bit loadable, enabled, up/down counter programmed into each LAB.
(:-1) The fl\-tAXvalues represent the highest frequency for pipelined data.
(h) Operating conditions: VCClO=:U V:,: 10% for commercial and industrial use.
(7) For EPM70645-5, E1>M70645-6,EP1\171285-6, EPM71605-6, EPM71605-7, EPM71925-7, and EPM72565-7 de\i(e~.

tlwse values are specified for a PIA fan-out of one LAB (16 macrocells). For each additional LAB fan-out in the::.e
devices, .ldd an additional 0.1 ns to the PIA timing v.llue.

(8) The tLP/\ parameter must be added to the ICAD' lLAc. tIC. IEN• ISEXP• tACt. and tcppw parameters for macrocelb
running in the low-power mode.
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Table 26. EPM7064S External Timing Parameters (Pan 2 of 2) Nt"·· .'

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-5

-6-7-10

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

tAH

Array clock hold time 1.82.12.03.0ns

tAC01

Array clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF5,46.77.510,0ns

tACH

Array clock high time 2.52.53.04.0ns

tACL

Array clock low time 2.52.5. 3.04.0ns

tcppw

Minimum pulse width for clear1212.52.53.04.0ns
and preset

IoOH

Output data hold time afterC1 = 35 pF (3)1.01.01.01.0ns
clock

leNT

Minimum global clock period 5.77.18.010.0ns

tCNT

Maximum internal global clock(4)175,4140.8125.0100.0MHz

frequency tACNT

Minimum array clock period 5.77.18.010.0ns

tACNT

Maximum internal array clock:-J)175.4140.81125.0

100.0 I
MHz

frequency
I

fMAX

Maximum clock frequencyl5}250.0200.0166.71250MHz

Table 27. EPM7064S Internal Timing Parameters (Pan 1 of 2) 11. ..

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-5

-6-7-10

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

I'N

Input pad and buffer delay 0.20.20.50.5ns

I/o

I/O input pad and buffer delay 0.2020.50.5ns

IF/N

Fast input delay 2.22.61.01.0ns

ISEXP

Shared expander delay 3.13.84.05.0ns

IpEXP

Parallel expander delay 0.91.10.80.8ns

lLAO

Logic array delay 2.63.23.05.0ns

lLAG

Logic control array delay 2.53.23.05.0ns

I'OE

Internal output enable delay 0.70.82.02.0ns

1001

Output buffer and pad delayCl = 35 pF0.2032.01.5ns

to02

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF (6)0.7082.52.0ns

tOD3

Output buffer and pad delayC1 =35pF5.25.37.05.5ns

IzxI

Output buffer enable delayCl = 35 pF4.0404.05.0ns

tZX2

Output buffer enable delay,Cl =35pF 16.'4.5454.55.5ns

tZX3

Output buffer enable delay'-'l'c 1 = 35 pF 9.0
909.09.0ns

Ixz

Output buffer disable delayi Cl = 5 pF4.0404.05.0ns

Isu

Register setup time 0.81.03.020ns
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Table 27. EPM7064S Internal Timing Parameters (Part 2 of 2)

,IVi ·~h': ? ,;

-- ... -- .. ---

- _._'--"--'-~'- "'-'.-- - ... ---- - -'-.""---

Symbol
ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-5

-6-7-10

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax
-.--

~._ .._--_._---~------
tli

Register hold time 1.7202.03.0"5
---"-'---'-- -- (rsu

Register setup time of fast 1.91.83.03.0ns
input

I

--------
!

IFH

Register hold time of fast 0_60.70.50.5I n5

input

i

I------- -----_. ----
(liD

Register delay 1.21.61.02.0 I'IS

(COMB

Combinatorial delay 0.91.01.02.0 ! ns
,

'IC
Array clock delay 2.73.33.05.0.,S

tEN

Register enable time 2.60.23.05.0 I 'IS

tCLOB

Global control delay 1.61.91.01.0 :ns

tpRE

Register preset time 2.02.42.03.0 ' ns

tClR

Register clear time 2.02.42.03.0'IS

(PIA

PIA delay .")1.11.31.01.0'IS

IlPA

Low-power adder 12.011.010.011.0~s

Notes to taldes:

(1) These va lues are specified under the recommended opera ting conditions shown in 1 ,1hl<-II. See h ~u T. I:;fe'r :::c're
inform,1tion on switching waveforms.

(2) This minimum pulse width for preset and clear applies for both global clear and array controls. The tLPA parar:'.t'ter
must be ,1dded to this minimum width if the clear or reset signal incorporates the ll.AD parameter into the siS:'..1l
path.

(3) This parameter is a guideline that is sample-tested only and is based on extensive device characterization_ Tic:s
parameter applies for both global and array clocking.

(4) These piHameters are measured with a 16-bit loadable, enabled, up! down counter programmed into each L.-\ 3. ,..
(5) The fr-.-1AX values represent the highest frequency for pipelined data.
(6) Operating conditions: VCClO = 3.3 V ± 10% for commercial and industrial use.
(7) For EPM7064S-5, EPM7064S-6, EPM7128S-6, EPM7160S-6, EPM7160S-7, EPM7192S-7, and EPM7256S-7 de\icC's.

these values are specified for a PIA fan-out of one LAB (16 macrocells). For each additional LAB fan-out in t~.t'se
devices, add an additional 0.1 ns to the PIA timing value.

(8) The tLPA parameter must be added to the ll.AD' lLAc, IIC' lEN, tsExp, tACL' and tcppw parameters for macl"Oct'\ls
running in the low-power mode.
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,iI,I"" _':-;ilnd .''1 show the EPM7128S AC operating conditions.

Table 28. EPM7128S External Timing Parameters N. )It~( I)

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-6

-7-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

tpOI

Input to non-registered outputC1 ; 35 pF6.07.510.015.0ns

tp02

I/O input to non-registeredC1 ; 35 pF6.07.510.015.0ns

output tsu

Global clock setup time 3.46.07.011.0ns

tH

Global clock hold time 0.00.00.00.0ns

tFSU

Global clock setup time of fast 2.53.03.03.0ns

input
tFH

Global clock hold time of fast 0.00.50.50.0ns

input
teOI

Global clock to output delayC1 ; 35 pF4.04.55.08.0n'O'

'teH

Global clock high time 3.03.04.05.0os

tel

Global clock low time 3.03.04.05.0ns

tAsu

Array clock setup time 0.93.02.04.0ns

tAH

Array clock hold time 1.8.2.0 5.04.0ns

tACOI

Array clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF6.57.510.015.0ns

tACH

Array clock high time 3.03.04.06.0ns

tAcl

Array clock low time 3.03.04.06.0ns

teppw

Minimum pulse width for clear(2)3.03.04.06.0ns

and preset
looH

Output data hold time afterC1 = 35 pF (.3)1.01.01.01.0ns
clock

teNT

Minimum global clock period 6.88.010.013.0ns

tCNT

Maximum internal global clock(4)147.1125.0100.076.9MHz

frequency tACNT

Minimum array clock period 6.88.010.013.0ns

fAcNT

Maximum internal array clock(4)147.1125.0100.076.9MHz

frequency tMAX

Maximum clock frequency(5)166.7166.7125.0100.0MHz
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Table 29. EPM7128S Internal Timing Parameters
tVi 1/(,' I r I

,,------_. Symbol
ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-6

-7-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax
_n __'.

_. ------ ---

tIN
Input pad and buffer delay 0.20.50.520ns-~----- t/o
I/O input pad and buffer delay 0.20.50.52.0ns

tnN

Fast input delay 2.61.01.02.0ns

tSExP

Shared expander delay 3.74.05.080ns

tpExP

Parallel expander delay 1.10.80.81.0ns

tLAO

Logic array delay 3.03.05.06.0ns

tLAC

Logic control array delay 3.03.05.06.0ns

t/OE

Internal output enable delay 0.72.02.030ns

tOOl

Output buffer and pad delayC1 =35pF0.42.01.54.0ns

t002

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF (oj0.92.52.05.0ns

tOD3

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF5.47.05.580ns

tZXI

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF4.04.05.060ns

tZX?

Output buffer enable delayC1=35pF(6)4.54.55.57.0ns. tZX3
Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF9.09.09.010.0ns

txz

Output buffer disable delayC1 = 5 pF4.04.05.060ns

tsu

Register setup time 1.03.02.04.0ns

tH

Register hold time 1.72.05.04.0ns

tF5U

Register setup time of fast. . 1.93.03.02.0ns

input
tFH

Register hold time of fast 0.60.50.51.0ns

input
tRO

Register delay 1.41.02.01.0ns

tCOMB

Combinatorial delay 1.01.02.01.0ns

tiC

Array clock delay 3.13.05.060ns

tEN

Register enable time 3.03.05.060ns

tGLOB

Global control delay 2.01.01.010ns

tpRE

Register preset time 2.42.03.04.0ns

tCLR

Register clear time 2.42.03.04.0ns

tplA

PIA delay ,;')1.41.01.020ns

tLPA

Low-power adder !')11.010.011.0130ns
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Notes to tllt/II's:

(I) These values are specified under the recommended operating conditions sl1/lwn in I,!!,I, I!. St'e ! ;-:. :' :: for more
information on switching waveforms.

(2) This minimum pulse width for preset and clear applies for both global cleat' and array controls. The ILf'A parameter
must be .1dded to this minimum width if the clear or reset signal incorporates the IU,D parameter into the signal
path.

(3) This parameter is a guideline that is sample-tested only and is based on extensive device characterization. This
parameter applies for both global and array clocking.

(4) These parameters are measured with a 16-bit loadable, enabled, up/down counter programmed into each LAB.
(5) TIll' fMAX values represent the highest frequency for pipelined dilta.
(6) Operating conditions: VeClo = 3.3 V:!: 10% for commercial and industrial use.
(7) For EPM7064S-S, EPM7064S-6, EPM7128S-6, EPM7160S-6, EPM7160S-7, EPM7192S-7, and EPM7256S-7 de"ices,

these values are specified for a PIA fan-out of one LAB (16 macrocells). For each additional LAB f<ln-out in these
devices, add an additional 0.1 ns to the PIA timing value.

(8) The ILPA parameter must be added to the IU,D, lu,c, I,C' tEN' ISEXP, tACl. and tcppw parameters for macrocells
running in the low-power mode.

Tdhk~~() and~ I show the EPM7160S AC operating conditions.

Table 30. EPM7160S External Timing Parameters (Part 1of 2) Nt:,) i ,:!

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-6

-7-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

tpDl

Input to non-registered outputC1 = 35 pF6.07.510.015.0ns

tpD2

I/O input to non-registeredC1 = 35 pF6.07.510.015.0ns
output

tsu

Global clock setup time 3.44.27.011.0ns

tH

Global clock hold time 0.00.00.00.0ns

tFSU

Global clock setup time of fast 2.53.03.03.0ns
input

tFH

Global clock hold time of fast 0.00.00.50.0ns
input

tCOl

Global clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF3.94.858ns

tCH

Global clock high lime 3.03.04.05.0ns

tCl

Global clock low lime 3.03.04.05.0i
i ns

tAsU

Array clock setup time 0.91.12.04.0!ns
tAH

Array clock hold time 1.72.13.04.0
Ins

tAC01

Array clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF6.47.910.015.0 Ins
tACH

Array clock high time 3.03.04.06.0ins

tACl

Array clock low time 3.03.04.06.0ins

tcppw

Minimum pulse width for clear(2)2.53.04.06.0
! ns

and preset tODH

Output dala hold time afterCl = 35 pF I,ll1.01.01.01.0
i

ns
clock

tCNT

Minimum global clock period 6.78210.0130ns-.-.---

- -:- 76.9\
tCNT

Maximum internal global clock:.J)149.3122.01000 MHz

frequency
- -- .-.--

__L__ . _
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Table 30. EPM7160S External Tim

_t~<::'p.j!..__JMinim~_ array clock periodfACNT I Maximum internal array clock
frequency

----1-"~-fMAX Maximum clock frequency

- ---~ - ----' ----'---- ------ ---------- ---~.~----~----_ .._- ,------.-

ing Parameters (Part 2 of 2)

•. I" ,Ie'

-------~~---~-----~~-------- Conditions
Speed GradeUnit

-6

-7-10-15
-------

-----,--------

Min
MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

-
6.7

8.210.013.0ns

.')

149.3122.0100.076.9MHz

----

:).1

166.7166.7125.0100.0MHz

ParameterSymbol

--.----.---- -

Table 31. EPM7160S Internal Timing Parameters (Part 1 of 2)
Noi!'!I)

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-6

-7-10~15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax
---_.--

-.--------- -----
tIN

Input pad and buffer delay 0.20.30.52.0ns----
flo

110 input pad and buffer delay 0.20.30.52.0ns

fFIN

Fast input delay 2.63.21.02.0ns

tSEXP

Shared expander delay 3.64.35.08.0ns

tpExP

Parallel expander delay 1.01.30.81.0ns

tLAO

Logic array delay 2.83.45.06.0ns

tLAC

Logic control array delay 2.83.45.06.0ns

tlOE

Internal output enable delay 0.70.92.03.0ns

to07

Output buffer and pad delayCl =35pF0.40.51.54.0ns

to02

Output buffer and pad delayCl = 35 pF (6j0.91.02.05.0ns

tOD3

Output buffer and pad delayCl = 35 pF5.45.55.58.0ns

tZXl

Output buffer enable delayCl =35 pF4.04.05.06.0ns

tZX2

Output buffer enable delayCl =35pF (6)4.54.55.57.0ns

tZX3

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF9.09.09.010.0ns

txz

Output buffer disable delayCl = 5 pF4.04.05.06.0ns

tsu

Register setup time 1.01.22.04.0ns

tH

Register hold time 1.62.03.04.0ns

tFSU

Register setup time of fast 1.92.23.02.0ns
input

tFH

Register hold time of fast 0.60.80.51.0ns

input
tRO

Register delay 1.31.62.01.0ns

tCOMB

Combinatorial delay 1.01.32.01.0ns

tiC

Array clock delay 2.93.55.06.0ns

tEN

Register enable time 2.83.45.06.0ns

tGLOB

Global control delay 2.02.41.01.0ns
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Table 31. EPM7160S Internal Timing Parameters (Part 2 of 2) NU'f,r.

Symbol

ParameterConditions Speed GradeUnit

-6

-7-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

tpRE

Register preset time 2.43.03.04.0ns

tCLR

Register clear time 2.43.03.04.0ns

tplA

PIA delay (li1.62.01.02.0ns

tLPA

Low-power adder (8!11.010.011.013.0ns

Notes to tables:

(1) These values are specified under the recommended operating conditions shown in '.,' 'Ii' I J. See I ;." .. ~for more
information on switching waveforms.

(2) This minimum pulse width for preset and clear applies for both global clear and array controls. The ILPA parameter
must be added to this minimum width if the clear or reset signal incorporates the tLAD parameter into the signal
path.

(3) This parameter is a guideline that is sample-tested only and is based on extensive device characterization. This
parameter applies for both global and array clocking.

(4) These parameters are measured with a 16-b;~ loadable, enabled, up/down counter programmed into each LAB.
(5) The fMAXvalues represent the highest frequency for pipelined data.
(6) Operating conditions: VCClO = 3.3 V:!: 10% for commercial and industrial use.
(7) For EPM7064S-5, EPM7064S-6, EPM7128S-6, EPM71605-6, EPM71605-7, EPM7192S-7, and EPM7256S-7 devices,

these values are specified for a PIA fan-out of one LAB (16 macrocells). For each additional LAB fan-out in these
devices, add an additional 0.1 ns to the PIA timing value.

(8) The tLPA parameter must be added to the tLAD, tLAC' ttC, tEN, tsEXP' tACL' and tcppw parameters for macrocells
running in the low-power mode.

T.1b"'",2 and" show the EPM7192SAC operating conditions.

Table 32. EPM7192S External Timing Parameters (Part 1 of 2) Nc:;'( "

Symbol

ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

-7

-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMax

tpOl

Input to non-registered outputC1 = 35 pF7.510.015.0ns

tp02

110 input to non-registeredC1 = 35 pF7.510.015.0ns

output
tsu

Global clock setup time 4.17.011.0ns

tH

Global clock hold time 0.00.00.0ns

tFSU

Global clock setup time of fast 3.03.03.0ns

input
tFH

Global clock hold time of fast 0.00.50.0ns

input leOl

Global clock to output delayC1 =35pF4.75080ns

tCH

Global clock high time 3.04.05.0ns
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Table 32. EPM7192S External Timing Parameters (Part 2 of 2)

(v·I:' //

... - ..-- -

--------------.--.-.-.-.------ ._-

Symbol
ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

-7

-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMax
._-~

---------_.-,------------------
tCL

Global clock low time 3.04.05.0ns- .. tASU
Array clock setup time 1.02.04.0ns...-"---- tAH
Array clock hold time 1.83.04.0ns.. tACOI
Array clock to output delayC1 =35pF7.810.015.0ns

tACH

Array clock high time 3.04.06.0ns

tACL

Array clock low time 3.04.06.0ns.' leppw
Minimum pulse width tor clear))3.04.06.0ns

and preset
toDH

Output data hold time afterC1 = 35 pF l:lI1.01.01.0ns
clock

...leNT
Minimum global clock period 8.010.013.0ns

fCNT

Maximum internal global clock:J)125.0100.076.9MHz

frequency
.tACNT

Minimum array clock period 8.010.013.0ns

fACNT

Maximum internal array clock'.J;125.0100.076.9MHz

frequency fMAX

Maximum clock frequency':;1166.7125.0100.0MHz

Table 33. EPM7192S Internal Timing Parameters (Part 1 of 2) Nole! /)

Symbol

ParameterIConditions Speed GradeUnit

I

-7-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMax

fIN

Input pad and buffer delay 0.30.52.0ns

f,o

110 input pad and buffer delay 0.30.52.0ns

fFIN

Fast input delay 3.21.02.0ns

fSEXP

Shared expander delay 4.25.08.0ns

tpEXP

Parallel expander delay 1.20.81.0ns

tLAO

Logic array delay 3.15.06.0ns

fLAC

Logic control array delay 3.15.06.0ns

f,OE

Internal output enable delay 0.92.03.0ns

fOOl

Output buffer and pad delayC1=35pF0.51.54.0ns

f002

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF (6)1.02.05.0ns

tOD3

Output buffer and pad delayC1 = 35 pF5.55.57.0ns

fZXl

Output buffer enable delayC1=35pF4.05.06.0ns

tZX2

Output buffer enable delayC1 = 35 pF (6)4.55.57.0ns

tzx:J

Output buffer enable delayC1 =35pF9.09.010.0ns
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Table 33. EPM7192S Internal Timing Parameters (Part 2 of 2)
No;:: ;.

Symbol

ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

-7

-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMax

txz

Output buffer disable delayCl = 5 pF4.05.06.0ns

Isu
Register setup time 1.12.04.0ns

tH

Register hold time 1.73.04.0ns

tFSU

Register setup time of fast 2.33.02.0ns

input
tFH

Register hold time of fast 0.70.51.0ns

input
tRD

Register delay 1.42.01.0ns

tCOMB

Combinatorial delay 1.22.01.0ns

tiC

Array clock delay 3.25.06.0ns

tEN

Register enable time 3.15.06.0ns

tGLOB

Global control delay 2.51.01.0ns

tpRE

Register preset time 2.73.04.0ns

tCLR

Register clear time 2.73.04.0ns

tplA

PIA delay t7) 2.41.02.0os

tLPA

Low-power adder (8j 10.011.013.0os

Notes to tables:

(1) These values are specified under the recommended operating conditions shown inl.lbll' 11. See Ii.; .; for more
information on switching waveforms.

(2) This minimum pulse width for preset and clear applies for both global clear and array controls. The tl..PA parameter
must be added to this minimum width if the clear or reset signal incorporates the IUD parameter into the signal
path.

(3) This parameter is a guideline that is sample-tested only and is based on extensive device characterization. This
parameter applies for both global and array clocking.

(4) These parameters are measured with a 16-bit loadable, enabled, up/down counter programmed into each LAB.
(5) The 'MAXvalues represent the highest frequency for pipelined data.
(6) Operating conditions: VCClO = 3.3 V:!: 10%for commercial and industrial use.
(7) For EPM7064S-5,EPM7064S-6,EPM7128S-6,EPM716OS-6,EPM716DS-7,EPM7192S-7,and EPM7256S-7devices,

these values are specified for a PIA fan-out of one LAB (16 macrocells). For each additional LAB fan-out in these
devices, add an additional 0.1 ns to the PIA timing value.

(8) The tLPA parameter must be added to the 'LAD, 'LAC' tiC, tEN, tsExP' tACL,and tcppw parameters for macrocells
running in the low-power mode.
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1,1111.' ,I (1l1d \') show thl' El'rvl725()S J\C operating conditions.

_.-.~~._---._-- -_._--~-_ ..-. ---- --- ------

.-~I
Table 34. EPM7256S External Timing Parameters

Not!'(I)
-- ---- .. --_ ..- -

,,-.--.-------- ..... _.~~~~-_.- --- ------------

Symbol
ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

-7

-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMax
--_ ..~-

--
tpOI

Input to non-registered outputC1 =35pF7.510.015.0ns

tp02

I/O input to non-registeredC1 =35pF7.510.015.0ns

output
tsu

Global clock setup time 3.97.011.0ns

tH

Global clock hold time 0.00.00.0ns

tFSU

Global clock setup time of fast 3.03.03.0ns

input
tFH

Global clock hold time of fast 0.00.50.0ns

input
leOI

Global clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF4.75.08.0ns

tCH

Global clock high time 3.04.05.0ns

lel

Global clock low time 3.04.05.0ns

tAsu

Array clock setup time 0.82.04.0ns

tAH

Array clock hold time 1.93.04.0ns

tACOI

Array clock to output delayC1 = 35 pF7.810.015.0ns

tAcH

Array clock high time 3.04.06.0ns

tAcl

Array clock low time 3.04.06.0ns

leppw

Minimum pulse width for clear,'2;3.04.06.0ns

and preset
taoH

Output data hold time afterC1 = 35 pF 13,!1.01.01.0ns~clock
i

leNT

Minimum global clock period 7.810.013.0ns

fCNT

Maximum internal global clock:4)128.2100.076.9MHz

frequency
tACNT

Minimum array clock period 7.810.013.0ns

fACNT

Maximum internal array clock.4)128.2100.076.9MHz

frequency
fMAX

Maximum clock frequency'5)166.7125.0100.0MHz
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Table 35. fPM7256S Internal Timing Parameters Note (Ii

Symbol

ParameterConditionsSpeed GradeUnit

-7

-10-15

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMax

tIN

Input pad and buffer delay 0.30.52.0ns

flo

I/O input pad and buller delay 0.30.52.0ns

tFIN

Fast input delay 3.41.02.0ns

tSEXP

Shared expander delay 3.95.08.0ns

tpExP

Parallel expander delay 1.10.81.0ns

tLAO

Logic array delay 2.65.06.0ns

tLAC

Logic control array delay 2.65.06.0ns

tiDE

Internal output enable delay 0.82.03.0ns

tOOl

Output buffer and pad delayC1 =35 pF0.51.54.0ns

to02

Output buller and pad delayC1 =35pF (6)1.02.05.0ns

to03

OutPL" '.)uller and pad delayC1 = 35 pF5.55.58.0ns

tZXI

Output buller enable delayC1 = 35 pF4.05.06.0ns

tZX2

Output buller enable delayC1 = 35 pF (6)4.55.57.0ns

tzX3

Output buller enable delayC1 = 35 pF.'9.0 9.010.0ns

txz

Output buffer disable delayC1 = 5 pF4.05.06.0ns

tsu

Register setup time 1.12.04.0ns

tH

Register hold time 1.63.04.0ns

tFsu

Register setup time of fast 2.43.02.0I
nsi

input
tFH

Register hold time of fast 0.60.51.0os

input
tRO

Register delay 1.12.01.0ns

tCOMB

Combinatorial delay 1.12.01.0ns

tiC

Array clock delay 2.95.06.0ns

tEN

Register enable time 2.65.06.0ns

tGLOB

Global control delay 2.81.01.0ns

tpRE

Register preset time 2.73.04.0ns

tCLR

Register clear time 2.73.04.0ns

tplA

PIA delay (7) 3.01.02.0ns

tLPA

Low-power adder /8) 10.011.013.0ns
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No(/'~ (0 (t1IIJ/'~:

( 1) Thl'~C \' .1I11l'~.1Il·~1'l'(t1icd ul1lkr thl' rl'(lllnml'ndl'd oper.lling condi ti\ln~ ~I\(l\\ n in ::,[, I:. See II,:'" :' : :,for more
Inform.lti(ln on switching w.lI'd\lnns.

(2) This mi nimum pulse width for pn'set and clear applies for both global clear and array controls. The IU'A parameter
must 11<'.hided 1<)thi~ minimum width if the clear or reset signal inc()rporate~ the IfllP parameter into the signal

p.)lh
(l) This p.1\".1lneter is a guideline th.lt is sample-tested only and is based on extensive device characteri;r.ation. Thi~ ~

p.nanll'tl'r .If'plie~ for both glob,)1 .Ind array clocking. \
(4) These p.1\",1lnetersare me,lsured with a 16-bit loadable, enabled, up/down counter programmed into each LAB.
(:i) The f~lAXvalues represent the higlwst frequency for pipelined data.
(6) Operating conditions: VCOO = l.l V:!: 10% for commercial and industrialu~e
(7) For EI'M7064S-5, EPM7064S-6, EI'I\171285-6, EPM71605-6, EPM7160S-7, EPM71925-7, and EI'M72565-7 devices,

these "alues are specified for a PIA fan-out of one LAB (16 macrocells). For each additional LAB fan-ollt in these
device~, Mid an additional O.lns to the PIA timing value.

(8) The 1[.1'.-\ parameter nlll~t be added to the fLAD, tLAC' t,C' fEN' f~[xr, tACt.' and tCl'l'W 11arameters for macrocclls
running in the low-power mode.

Power

Consumption

Supply power (P) versus frequency (fMAX in MHz) for MAX 7000 devices
i~~calculated with ihe following equation:

P = PINT + PIO = ICClNTx VCC + PIO

The PIO value, which depends on the device output load characteristics
and switching frequency, can be calculated using the guidelines given in

\1'/'!I:,I,',O/l ;\jilt,' -·1 II. ":!/lIl1li/l,< 1'(1,/'1'/ !(l/\ili'I:! [)("i((,,).

The ICClNTvalue, whicl' depends on the switching frequency and the

application logic, is calculated with the following equation:

ICON! =

A x MCTON + B x (MCDEV - MCTON) + C x MCU5ED x fMAX x togLC

The parameters in this equation are shown below:

50

MCDEV

MCUSE[)

A, B,C

Number of macrocells with the Turbo Bit option tumed on,

as reported in the MAX+PLUS II Report File (.rpt)
Number of macrocells in the device

Total number of macrocells in the design, as reported

in the MAX+PLUS IIReport File (.rpt)

Highest clock frequency to the device
Average ratio of logic cells toggling at each clock
(typically 0.125)
Constants, shown in 1,1hiL';{1
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Table 36. MAX 7000 Ice Equation Constants

Device

ABC

EPM7032

1.870.520.144

EPM7064

1.630.740.144

EPM7096

1.630.740.144

EPM7128E

1.170.540.096

EPM7160E

1.170.540.096

EPM7192E

1.170.540.096

EPM7256E

1.170.540.096

EPM7032S

0.930.400.040

EPM7064S

0.930.400.040

EPM7128S

0.930.400.040

EPM7160S

0.930.400.040

EPM7192S

0.930.400.040

EPM7256S

0.930.400.040

This calculation provides an Ice estimate based on typical conditions
using a pattern of a 16-bit, loadable, enabled, up / down counter in each
LAB with no output load. Actual Ice values should be verified during
operation because this measurement is sensitive to the actual pattern in
the device and the environmental operating conditions.
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Figure 14. Ice vs. Frequency for MAX 7000 Devices (Part 2 of 2)
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Figure 15. lee vs. Frequency for MAX lOOOS Devices (Part 2 of 2)
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See the Altera web site (http://www.altera.com) or the Altem Digital

Library for pin-out information.
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Notes:

(1) The ~)in functions shown in PiHI'l1thl'sis are only available in MAX 7000E and MAX 7000Sdevices.
(2) ITAC \,()rls are in-.lil.lble ill MAX 7000S devices only.

Figure 16. 44-Pin Package Pin-Out Diagram
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Figure 17. 68-Pin Package Pin-Out Oiagram

Package outlines not drawn to scale.
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68-Pin PLCC

Notes:

(1) The pin functions shown in parenthesis are only available in MAX 7000E and MAX
7000S devices.

(2) JTAG ports are available in MAX 7000S devices only.
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Figure 18. 84-Pin Package Pin-Ollt Diagram
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84-Pin PLCC

Notes:

(1) Pins 6, :>9,46, and 79 are no-connect (N.C.) pins on EPM7096, EPM7160E, and EPM7160S devices.
(2) The pin functions shown in parenthesis are only available in MAX 7000E and MAX 700nS devices.
(3) JTAG ports are available in MAX 7000S devices only.
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Figure 19. tOO-Pin Package Pin-Out Diagram

Package outline not drawn to scale.

Pin 76

PinSI

EPM7064S

EPM7128S

EPM7160S

1OO-Pin TQFP

t
U

II
"
II
IT.

g

ii-r~

1111111

Pin 26

Pin I

PinSI

1DO-Pin PQFP

Pin 31

Pin I

Figure 20. 160-Pin Package Pin-Out Diagram

Package outline not drawn to scale.

R 000000000000000
p 000000000000000
N 000000000000000
M 0000 000 0000
L 000 000
K 000 000
J 0000 EPM7192E 0000
H 0000 Boltom 0000
G 0000 View 0000
F 000 000
E 000 000o0000 000 0000c000000000000000
8 000000000000000
A 0500000000000000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Pin 1 .,

Pin 81

160-Pin PGA 160-Pin PQFP
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Fi(Jure 21. 192-Pin Package Pin-Dul Diagram

Package outline not drawn to scale.

/ '
u00000808808088888
T88800880808088888
H08888888888888888
p8888 88888 8888
N 888 888
M 000 000
L8888 8888
K 8888 EPM7256E 8888
J 8088 Bottom 8888
H 8080 View 8808
G0888 0880
F 888 088
E 000 808
08080 08800 0000
c00890008880000000
s80080880008000800
A 00080080800080000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

192-Pin PGA

Figure 22. 20B-Pin Package Pin-Out Diagram

Package outline not drawn to scale.

Pin 1

Pin 53

2G8·Pin PQFP/RQFP

60

Pin 157

Pin 105
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Revision

History

Altera Corporation

MAX 7000 Programmable Logic Device Family Data Sheet

Tile informat ion contained in tile MAX 7000 Progral/l1llalJIr [uRic Device
Family Da/a SII('('/ version 6.3 supersedes information published in

previous versions. The following changes were made in (he M/\X 3000A
ProwallJ/llalJle Logic Device Fami(y Da/a Shee/ version G.3: Updated the
'l )pell I hiliII ( h IIIlllI Opl iOIl (rv\;\X 70!H)\ I k"icT, ()111,)" \( '( IiOIl on page
IX
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M2732A

NMOS 32 Kbit (4Kb x 8) UV EPROM
NOT FOR NEW DESIGN

• FAST ACCESS TIME: 200ns

• EXTENDED TEMPERATURE RANGE

• SINGLE SV SUPPLY VOLTAGE

• LOW STANDBY CURRENT: 3SmA max

• INPUTS and OUTPUTS TTL COMPATIBLE
DURING READ and PROGRAM

• COMPLETELY STATIC

DESCRIPTION

The M2732A is a 32,768 bit UV erasable and elec
trically programmable m~mory EPROM. It is orga
nized as 4,096 words by 8 bits. The M2732A with
its single SV power suppiy and with an access time
of 200 ns, is ideal suited for applications where
fast turn around and pattern experimentation are
important requirements.
The M2732A is housed in a 24 pin Window Ce
ramic Frit-Seal Dual-in-Line package. The trans
parent lid allows the user to expose the chip to
ultraviolet light to erase the bit pattern. A new pat
tern can be then written to the device by following
the programming procedure.

Ff)IP24W (F)

Figure 1. Logic Diagram

Vcc

12 8

November 2000

AO-A11

E

GVpp

M2732A

Vss

00-07

AI00780B

1/9
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M2732A

------------_.- --------~._-----.--..-----_._~

ymhol
Parameter ValueUnit

T"

Ambient Operating T811lporature grade 1o to 70
°Cgrade 6

-40 to 85

TOIAS

Temperature Under LJias grade 1-10 to 80°cgrade 6
-50 to 95_._--- --

-~--

T';TC;
Storage Temperature -{i5 to 125°c

------
------ --

V,O
Input or Output Voltages -0.6 to 6V-- Vcc
Supply Voltage -0.6 to 6V--- Vpp
Program Supply Voltage -0.6 to 22V-----

.-
Table 2. Absolute Maximum Ratings

1 ---~-----~_.-
S

Note: Except 10rthe rating "Operating Tempor.Jture Rany,j", stresses above those listed in the Table "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause
p"rrn"nenl <.i.101"geto the device. These 3rEl stress ratings only and operation of the device at these or any other oonditions above thoso
indlC"ttl,1 In Ihe Optlfating sections 01this spedication is not implied. Exposure to Absolute Maximum Rating conditions lor extended perIOds
rn"y 3lteet 'Ievlee reliability. Refer "Iso to tho STMicroelectronlcs SURE Program and other relevant quality documents.

DEVICE OPERATION

The six modes of operation for the M2732A are
listed in the Operating Modes Table. A single 5V
power supply is required in the read mode. All
inputs are TTL level except for Vpp

Read Mode

The M2732A has two control functions, both of
which must be logically satisfied in order to obtain
data at the outputs. Chip Enable (E) is the power
control and should be used for device selection.
Output Enable (G) is the output control and should

Figure 2. DIP Pin Connections

A7

A6

A5

A4

A3

A2

A1

AO

00
01
02

VSS
AIOO7Hl

Vcc
A8

A9

A11

GVpp
A10

E

07
06
05
04
03

be used to gate data to the output pins, inde·
pendent of device selection.

Assuming that the addresses are stable, add~ss
access time (lAVAO)is equal to the delay from E to
output (tELov). Data is available at the outputs after
the falling edge ofG, assuming that E has been low
and the addresses have been stable for at least
tAVOV·tGLOV.

Standby Mode

The M2732A has a standby mode which reduces
the active power current by 70 %. from 125 mA to
35 mA. The M2732A is placed in the standby mode
by applying a TTL high signal to E input. When in
standby mode, the outputs are in a high impedance
state, independent of the GVPP input.

Two Line Output Control

Because M2732A's are usually used in larger mem
ory arrays, this product features a 2 line control
function which accommodates the use of multiple
memory connection. The two line control function
allows:

a. the lowest possible memory power dissipation,

b. complete assurance that output bus contention
will not occur.

To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is
recommended that E be decoded and used as the
primary device selecting function, while G should
be made a common connection to all devices in the
array and connected to the READ line from the
system control bus.

This ensures that all deselected memory devices
are in their low power standby mode and that the
output pins are only active when data is required
from a particular memory device.

1

~ ,I
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Programming

When delivered, and after each erasure, all bits of
the M2732A are in the"l" state. Data is introduced
by selectively programming "O's" into the desired
bit locations. Although only no's" will be pro
grammed, both "1'so and "O's" can be presented in
the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.

The M2732A is in the programming mode when the
GVPP input is at 21V. A O.lflF capacitor must be
placed across GVPP and ground to suppress spu
rious voltage transients which may damage the
device. The data to be programmed is applied, 8
bits in parallel, to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TTL.

When the address and data are stable, a 50ms,
active low, TIL program pulse is applied to the E
input. A program pulse must be applied at each
address location to be programmed. Any location
can be programmed at any time - either individually,
sequentially, or at random. The program pulse has
a maximum width of 55ms. The M2732A must not
be programmed with a DC signal applied to the E
input.

. Programming of multiple M2732As in parallel with
the same data can be easily accomplished due to
the simplicity of the programming requirements.
Inputs of the paralleled M2732As may be con
nected together when they are programmed with
!be same data. A low level TTL pulse applied to the
E input programs the paralleled 2732As.

Program Inhibit

Programming of multiple M2732As in parallel with
diff~ent data is also easily a~omplished. Except
for E, all like inputs (including GVpp) of the parallel
M2732As may be common. A TTL level program

Table 3. Operating Modes

M2732A

pulse applied to a M2732A's E input with GVPP at
21V will program that M2732A. A high level E input
inhibits the other M2732As from being pro
grammed.

Program Verify

A verify should be performed on the programmed
bits to determine that they were correctly pro
grammed. The verify is carried out with GVPP and
Eat VIL.

ERASURE OPERATION

The erasure characteristics of the M2732A are
such that erasure begins when the cells are ex
posed to light with wavelengths shorter than ap
proximately 4000 A. It should be noted that sunlight
and certain types of fluorescent lamps have wave
lengths in the 3000-4000 A range. Research shows
that constant exposure to room level fluorescent
lighting could erase a typical M2732A in approxi
mately 3 years. while it would take approximately
1 week to cause erasure when exposed to the

" direct sunlight. If the M2732A is to be exposej to
these types of lighting conditions for extended pe
riods of time, it is suggested that opaque labels be
put over the M2732A window to prevent uninten
tional erasure.

The recommended erasure procedure for the
M2732A is exposure to shortwave ultraviolet light
which has a wavelength of 2537 A. The integrated
dose (i.e. UV intensity x exposure time) for erasure
should be a minimum of 15 W-sedcm2. The era
sure time with this dosage is approximately 15 to
20 minutes using an ultraviolet lamp with 12000
flW/cm2 power rating. The M2732A should be
placed within 2.5 em of the lamp tubes during
erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their tubes
which should be removed before erasure.

Mode EGVPPVcc00 -07

Read

VILVILVccData Out

Program

VIL PulseVppVccData In

Verify

VILVILVccData Out

Program Inhibit

VIHVppVccHi-Z

Standby

VIHXVccHi-Z

Note: X = VII' or VII

3/9



M2732A

AC MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS Figure 4. AC Testing Load Circuit

Figure 3. AC Testing Input Output Waveforms

OUT

CL = lOOpF

3.3kU

1N914

T

1.3V

DEVICE
UNDER

TEST
20V

0.8V

24V

O.4~)V

Note thilt Output Hi-Z is defined as tile point wllere data
is no lon(jer driven.

Input I11S0 ,Inn FilII Times " 20ns

Input Plllsl' Voltages 0.45V to 2.4V

Input ,111\1 Output Tif111l1gRef. Voltaqcs O.8V to 2.0V

AIOOB27
CL includes JIG capacitance

AIOQ828

Table 4. Capacitance (1) (TA:::: 25°C, f:::: 1 MHz)

Symbol ParameterTest ConditionMinMaxUnit

C'N

Input Capacitance (except GVpp) V,N = OV6pF

GINI

Input Capacitance (GVpp) VIN = OV20pF

COUT

Output Capacitance VOUT= OV12pF

Note: 1 Sampled only, not 100% tested.

Figure 5. Read Mode AC Waveforms

AO-A11

tAVOV

tGLOV

- tELOV

VALID

tAXOX

--;

QO-07 DATA OUT
Hi-Z

AIO0782
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M2732A.~-'-----~--_._----_.._--------------------------------------

Table 5. Read Mode DC Characteristics (1)

(TA = 0 to 70°C or -40 to 85 DC; VCC = 5V ± 5% or 5V ± 10%; Vpp = Vcc)

Symbol Parameter Test Condition
Value

UnitMin
Max

III

Input Leakage Current 0<;; VIN<;;Vcc±10llA

ILO

Output Leakage Current Vour= Vcc±10ItA

Icc

Supply Current E = VIL. G = VIL125mA

ICCl

Supply Current (Standby) E = VIH. G = VIL35mA

VIL

Input Low Voltage -D.l0.8V

VIH

Input High Voltage 2Vcc + 1V

VOl

Output Low Voltage 10l = 2.1mA0.45V

VOH

Output High Voltage IOH= -4001lA2.4V

Note: ,. Ycc must be applied simultaneously with or before Ypp and removed simultaneously or alter YP<'.

Table 6. Read Mode AC Characteristics (t)
(TA = 0 to 70°C or -40 to 85 °C; Vcc = 5V ± 5% or 5V ± 10%; Vpp = Vcc)

M2732A

Parameter

Test

-4

Unit
Symbol Alt

Condition-2, -20blank, -25-3

Min

MaxMinMaxMinMaxMinMax

Address Valid to

~=VIL.200
250300450nstAVOV tACC

Output Valid
G -VIL

tELOV

tCEChip Enable Low to
G = VIL

200250300450nsOutput Valid

tOE

Output Enable Low
E = VIL

100100150150nstOLaV
to Output Valid

tEHOZ(2)

tOF
Chip Enable High to

G =VIL
06006001300130ns

Output Hi-Z -"

tOHOZ(2)

tOF
Output Enable High

E = VIL
06006001300130nsto Output Hi-Z

tOH

Address Transition to
~= VIL.0

0
I 0

0
I nstAXOX

Output Transition
G = VIL

Notes: I. Ycc must be applied simultaneously with or before YPP and removed simultaneously or alter YPP.
2. Sampled only, not 100% tested.
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M2732A

Table 7. Programming Mode DC Characteristics (1)

(TA = 25'C; VCC = 5V t5%; V"" = 21V ± O.5V)
-- ---------

Symhol
ParameterTest ConditionMinMaxUnits

-

------- -- ---- .. ~.. -. -- ..--- ....._____n'.

III
Input Leaka90 CurrentVIL <; VIN <: VIH±10pA

-- ---

--_._------~ _.____ .u_._-
Supply Current

- -
k(. E = VIL. G = VIL125mA

------

---- -----.- -li'I' Program Current E = VIL, G = Vpp30mA

VII

Input Low Voltage -0.10.8V

VIH

Input High Voltage 2Vcc + 1V
~_._-

------- --
VOL

Output Low Voltage IOL=2.1mA0.45V
------ ------ VOIl

Output Hi9h Voltage IOH= -400pA2.4 V
~-

Note: 1 V,;" must be applied simultaneously with or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or alter VPl'.

Table 8. Programming Mode AC Characteristics (1)
(TA :;;25C; Vcc:;; 5V ± 5%; Vpp:;; 21V ± O.5V)

IU~;"'bol

All
ParameterTest ConditionMinMaxUnits

, tA'JEI

tASAddress Valid to Chip Enable
2ps

I~~~/EC

Low

tos

Input Valid to Chip Enable Low 2ps

tOES

Vpp High to Chip Enable Low 2ps

~J~L t'/PL''JPL2

tpRTVpp Rise Time 50ns

I:'"

tpw
Chip Enable Program Pulse

45
55msWidth

tEKlX

tOHChip Enable High to Input
2liSTransition

,

Chip Enable High to VppIEHvPX
IoEHTransition

2
ps

tVPLEL

tVRVpp Low to Chip Enable Low 2ps

Chip Enable Low to Output

- -
IELO'J tovValid

E = VIL. G = VtL1ps

tEHOl

tOFChip Enable High to Output
0

130nsHi-Z

IEHAX

tAHChip Enable High to Address
0

nsTransition

Note: 1 Vcc must be applied simultaneously with or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or alter VPP.

G/9
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M2732A

Figure 6. Programming and Verify Modes AC Waveforms

AD-All

QO-07

GVpp

..

ORDERING INFORMATION SCHEME

VAUD

IEHOX

IEHVPX

IELEH

PROGRAM - VERIFY ~

AIOO783

Example: M2732A -2 F

Speed and Vcc Tolerance

-2 200 ns, 5V ±5%

blank

-3

-4

-20

-25

250 ns, 5V ±5%

300 ns, 5V ±5%

450 ns, 5V ±5%

200 ns, 5V ±10%

250 ns, 5V ±10%

Package

F FDIP24W
Temperature Range

1 01070 °C

6 -40 to 85°C

For a list of available options (Speed, Vcc Tolerance, Package, etc ...) refer to the current Memory Shortform
catalogue.

For further information on any aspect of this device, please contact STMicroelectronics Sales Office nearest
to you.

7/9



M2732A

FDIP24W - 24 pin Ceramic Frit-seal DIP, with window

-----.-"
Symb

mm inches

Typ

MinMaxTypMinMax

A

5.710.225

A1

0.501.78 0.0200.070
C--- ___ A2

3.905.08 0.1540.200

B

0.400.55 0.0160.022

B1

1.171.42 0.0460.056

C

0.220.31 0.0090.012

D

32.301.272

E

15.4015.80 0.6060.622

E1

13.0513.36 0.5140.526

e1

2.54--0.100--
e3

27.94--1.100--
eA

16.1718.32 0.6370.721

L

3.184.10 0.1250.161

S

1.522.49 0.0600.098

,(:

7.11--0.280--
a

4°15° 4°15°

N

24 24

81

A

L

Drawing is not to scale

E1 I E

FDIPW-a

8/9
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~TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

Data sheet Acquired Ironl Hnrns Sdmic1,:>nductor
SCHS046A

CMOS Hex Buffer/Converters

The CD4049UB and CD4050B devices are inverting and

non-inverting hex buffers, respectively, and feature logic

level conversion using only one supply voltage (Vccl. The

input-signal high level (V1H) can exceed the Vcc supply

vollage when these devices are used for logic-level
conversions. These devices are intended for use as CMOS

to DTUTTL converters and can drive directly two DTUTTL

loads. (Vcc = 5V, VOL ~ OAV, and IOL z 3.3mA.)

The CD4049UB and CD4050B are designated as

replacements for CD4009UB and CD4010B, respectively.

Because the CD4049UB and CD4050B require only one

power supply, they are preferred over the CD4009UB and

CD4010B and should be used in place of the CD4009UB

and CD401 OB in all inverter, current driver, or logic-level

conversion applications. In these applications the

CD4049UB and CD4050B are pin compatible with the

CD4009UB and CD4010B respectively, and can be

substituted for these devices in existing as well as in new

designs. Terminal No. 16 is not connected internally on the

CD4049UB or CD4050B, therefore, connection to !his

terminal is of no consequence to circuit operation. For

applications not requiring high sink-current or voltage
conversion, the CD4069UB Hex Inverter is recommended.

Pinouts
C04049UB (PDIP, CEROIP)

TOP VIEW

NC

K=!:

CD4049UB, CD4050B

----.-."- - -- .-.--"- ---_ ... -,_. --
August 1998· Revised May .1999

Features

• CD4049UB Inverting

• CD4050B Non-Inverting

• High Sink Current for Driving 2 TTL Loads

• High-To-Low Level Logic Conversion

• 100% Tested for Quiescent Current at 20V

• Maximum Input Current of 1J.1Aat18V Over Full Package

Temperature Range; 100nA at18V and 2SuC

• 5V, 10V and 15V Parametric Ratings

Applications
• CMOS to DTl.JTTL Hex Converter

• CMOS Current "Sink" or "Source" Driver

• CMOS High-To-Low Logic Level Converter

Ordering Information
- ...

TEMP. PKG.

PART NUMBER i RANGE (0C)

PACKAGENO.

CD4049UBE

T -55 to 12516 Ld POIPE16.3

C04050BE

,-55 to 125 16 Ld POIPE16.3

CD4049UBF

I
-55 to 125 16 Ld CEROIPF16.3

CD4050BF

\-55 to 125 16 Ld CEROIPF16.3I
CD4050BM

-55 to 12516 Ld saleM16.3

NOTE: Wafer and die for this part number is available which meets
all electrical specifications. Please contact your local sales office or
customer service for ordering information.

CD40SOB (PDIP, CEROIP, SOIC)
TOP VIEW

CAUTION: These devices are sensrtlve \0 electrostUlw: discharge: tollow proper Ie Handling Procedures.

Copyflght © 1999. Texas Instruments Incorporated



CD4049UB, CD4050B
---~----------------------_._---------------

Functional Block Diagrams
CD4049UB

~2A~G=A

~4B~H=O

~6C~I=C

~10.D~J=D

~15 _F~L=F
1

Vcc

8
Vss

NC = 13

NC = 16

Schematic Diagrams

C04050B

~B~H=B

~6C~I=C

~D~J=D

~E~K=E

8
Vss

NC = 13

NC = 16

JL
IN

JL
IN

VCC

FIGURE lA. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF CD4049UB, 1 OF 6
IDENTICAL UNITS

FIGURE lB. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF CD4050B, 1 OF 6
IDENTICAL UNITS



CD4049UB, CD4050B

Thermal Information

0JC (oCNJ)
N/A
55

N/A
.... 150"C

-65°C to 150°C
. . . . . . .2650C

Thermal Resistance (Typical, Note 1) 0JA (ocrw)
PDIP Package 90
CERDIP Package 130
SOIC Package 100

Maximum Junction Temperature (Plastic Package)
Maximum Slorage Temperature Range .
Maximum Lead Temperature (Soldering 10s) .

(SOIC - Lead Tips Only)

-0.5V to 20V
. ,'OmA

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage (V+ to V-) .
DC Input Current, Any·.One Inplrt

Operating Conditions
Temperature Range ...

CAUTION: Stresses above tllose listed in -Absolute Maximum Ratings- may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress only rating and operation of 7~
device at tOOseor any otller conditions aboWl those indicated in tile operational sections of this specification is not implied.

NOTE:

1. 0JA is measured with the component mounted on an evaluation PC board in free air.

DC Electrical Specifications

LIMITS AT INDICATED TEMPERATURE (0C)

TEST CONDITIONS

25

Vo

VIN
PARAMETER

(V)(V)VCc(V)-55-4085125MINTYPMAXUNITS

Quiescent Device Current

0,55113030 0.021~A
100 (Max)

0,10
10226060 0.022~A

0,15

1544120120 0.024~A

0,20

202020600600 0.0420~A

Output Low (Sink) Current

0.40,54.53.33.12.11.82.65.2 mA

IOL(Min)
0.4

0,5543.82.92.43.26.4 mA

0.5

0,1010109.66.65.6816 mA

1.5

0,1515262520182448 mA

Output High (Source) Current

4.60,55-0.81-0.73-0.58-0.48-0.65-1.2 mA

IOH(Min)
2.5

0,55-2.6-2.4-1.9-1.55-2.1-3.9 mA

9.5

0,1010-2.0-1.8-1.35-1.18-1.65-3.0 mA

13.5

0,1515-5.2-4.8-3.5-3.1-4.3-8.0 mA

Out Voltage Low Level

0,550.050.050.050.05 00.05V

VOL (Max)
0,10

100.050.050.050.05 00.05V

0,15

50.050.050.050.05 00.05V

Outptrt Voltage High Level

0,554.954.954.954.954.955 V

VOH (Min) 0,10
109.959.959.959.959.9510 V

0,15

1514.9514.9514.9514.9514.9515 V

Input Low Voltage, VIL (Max)

4.551111 1V
CD4049UB

V
9 102222 2

13.5

152.52.5252.5 2.5V

Input Low Voltage, V1L(Max)

0551.51.51.51.5 1.5V
CD4050B

3
V1 103333

1.5

154444 4V

i

-.

Inpul High Voltage, VIH Min
0.554444I4 V

ICD4049UB --1~-~-
1

10888 • 8 ! 8 V-1-

I
.n

1.5
1512.512.512512.5 I 125 V



DC Electrical Specifications (Continued)

CD4049UB, CD4050B

i
u_r" -----------._-,- -----

LIMITS AT INDICATED TEMPERATURE (0C)--.---- ---.-.---
-..---

TEST CONDITIONS
25

I

-------

Va
VIN

PAI1AMETER
(V)(V)Vcc (V)-55-4065125MINTYPMAXUNITS

Input \Iiyh Voltage, VIH Mln

4553.53.53.53.53.5- V

CD40500

--
9

to77777 V
----- -

-.-.---------.---. ----

135
15It11111111 V

-- - ----

--. -'------'------'-- .- ..-
Input Current, IIN Max

0,1818iO.liO.lilil il0·5iO.luA-.---

..---_. _._----~.-

AC Electrical Specifications TA = 25°C, Input tf, tf = 20ns, CL = 50pF, RL = 200kil

[

---~-,--- ------
ITEST CONDITIONS LIMITS (ALL PACKAGES)

1

PARAMETER

I

I

VIN VccTYPMAXUNITS

Propagation Delay Time

,

5 560120ns!

Low to High, tl'L1; 10
103265CD4049UB

, ns

r
10

54590ns
I

r 15
152550ns

15

54590ns
---- --------------

I

Propagation Delay Time
I5

570140ns

Low to High, tpLH
!10 104080CD4050B

ns
- --- ----

-------- .-.--------~._---_.__ .---
j

10 54590ns

I

15 15I30 60ns

15

54080ns- Propagation Delay Time
553265ns

High to Low, tpHL
10

102040CD4049UB
ns

10

51530ns
-

'. i
15

I
15 1530ns

!

I
1---------- .-----1

---
r

15 51020ns

Propagation Delay Time

I5 555110liS

High to Low, tpHL

I

I
10 102255CD4050B I

ns

I

10 550100liS
!

I
15 151530ns

1

15 550100ns

Transition Time. Low to High, lTLH

5580160ns--10
104080liS

15

153060ns

Transition Time, High to Low, lTHL

55
-

30 60ns

10

102040ns

,

15
151530ns

Input Capacitance. CIN

,1522.5pF
CD4049UB

I

•. _n
Input Capacitance. CIN

,
5

7.5pF
CD4050B

!--
-- -

--- 41

I '



CD4049UB, CD4050B

Typical Performance Curves

~
5

w
Cl.q:~ 40 >
~ 30.. ~0 26 >

TA=250C I I
SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vccl = 5V" "'"

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

\...

'---

~
w
Cl.q:~ 4g t-

3
::>

0..~0 2
<> >

TA = 25°C I I
SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vccl = 5V

IIMINIMUM

MAXIMUM-

o 2 3 4 o 2 3 4

VI. INPUT VOLTAGE (V)

FIGURE 2. MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VOLTAGE TRANSFER

CHARACTERISTICS FOR CD4049UB

VI. INPUT VOLTAGE (V)

FIGURE 3. MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VOLTAGE TRANSFER

CHARACTERISTICS FOR CD4050B

TA = 25°C

I
Iff-- 15V

J/,0V

1// VI
GATE TO SOURCE VOLTAGE (VGS) = 5V

I~
V

J'I
I

;;-
E;:- 70z~ 60a:
::>o 50;;Zz~40;t
o 30...J

~ 20
0..5o 10::..9

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

;; I TA = 25°CE - 70t-Z
~ 60a:
::>0 50

;;Z z~ 40;t
0

30
...J t-::> 200.. 50::..9

0

12345678

Vos. DRAIN TO SOURCE VOLTAGE (V)

FIGURE 4. TYPICAL OUTPUT LOW (SINK) CURRENT
CHARACTERISTICS

VOS•ORAIN TO SOURCE VOLTAGE (V)

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0

-5
'"

~!,!
-10 ~ ti

~ffi
-15 ~ t;

-.q:
J: a:

-20 Cl .q:

:I:i3t-
-25 ~ !Z

5~
-30 0 g;o
-35

FIGURE 6. TYPICAL OUTPUT HIGH (SOURCE) CURRENT
CHARACTERISTICS

VOS. DRAIN TO SOURCE VOLTAGE (V)

FIGURE 5. MINIMUM OUTPUT LOW (SINK) CURRENT DRAIN
CHARACTERISTICS

VOS. DRAIN TO SOURCE VOLTAGE (V)
-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0

'"
~o

I
-10 ~ ti~.Y II a:_
::> a:

VGS=-5V

o W
-15 '" t-

~~
-10V

Cl II:

-20 _ .q: J: J:

I

t- 0

-15V

-25

::> t-
o.. Zt- W::> II:

-30 o II:

::>
0-35

FIGURE 7. MINIMUM OUTPUT HIGH (SOURCE) CURRENT
CHARACTERISTICS



CD4049UB, CD40S0B

Typical Performance Curves (Continued)

2

-------,~--·-----I- --

~f=lt;--- ---- ~
1-

"""'I;~

-~ SUPPLY VOLTAGE
~ V,

~ 125°C -...

VCC = 10V
,!II ,

VCC = SV

A
v-- TA = -55°C

I

-55°C

125°C I lIIo..

2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10

VI. INPUT VOLTAGE (V)

10

~ 9

~ 6
<t
~ 7
o> 6
t-
:J 5a.
~ 4o
o 3>

o
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10

VI. INPUT VOLTAGE (V)

10

~ 9
w
Cl
<t
~ 7o> 6
t-
:J
a.
t-
:J 4o
6 3>

2

o

r---- ---

j II

I I

-,- -, I
SUPPLY VOLTAGE

t--~
125°C ---=

./
VCC = 10V

-~

\ I
7""

_ TA = -55°C

VCC = SV I II
I

125°C

-SSoC

,'[
,

II
I I

FIGURE 6. TYPICAL VOLTAGE TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE FOR CD4049UB

FIGURE 9. TYPICAL VOLTAGE TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE FOR CD40SOB

TA 2SoC ~ ~.
II I ",,<j~

r./
II !i:--ioC~' '( •..<:>~ •• -<.~(j •..:.y,-ioO••.•. I.•••• / <j~--.j ./ /- ~<? •c,~.; /f-- '"

••••
..", ./'

1/
~- LOAD CAPACITANCE

CL = SOpF./ (11pF FIXTURE + 39pF EXT)/ • - - - CL = lSpF
(11pF FIXTURE + 4pF EXT)

- ------

1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~

If' If. INPUT RISE AND FALL TIME (ns)

! TA _ 2SoC

lSV; lMHz

lSV; 100kHz. -III 10' ',100kHz.....

1~15V;10kHZ
10V; 10kHz15V;lkHz./ .,

'- SUPPLY VOLTAGE Vcc = SV FREQUENCY (I> = 10kHz

10102 103 104

I, INPUT FREQUENCY (kHz)

10

~
20
a:
w
ti: 104
w>z
a:
w
a. 103
zo
~
~ 102
Ci

a:
w
~
010
0.

FIGURE 10. TYPICAL POWER DISSIPATION vs FREQUENCY

CHARACTERISTICS
FIGURE 11. TYPICAL POWER DISSIPATION vs INPUT RISE

AND FALL TIMES PER INVERTER FOR CD4049UB

_106~
20

Iii lOSt-a:
W

~ 104
a:
w

~ 103o
\i
~ 102
Ul

Ci

a: 10w
~
o
a. 1

10

TA 25°C

'/
'J

15V; lMHz

15V; 100kHz., 10V; 100kHz
c-

15V; 10kHz
10V; 10kHz15V; 1kHz

••.. SUPPLY VOLTAGE VCC = 5V FREQUENCY (f) = 10kHz

." . '" ".. " '" ,

102 103 104 105 106 107

If' If, INPUT RISE AND FALL TlME (ns)

FIGURE 12. TYPICAL POWER DISSIPATION vs INPUT RISE

AND FALL TIMES PER INVERTER FOR CD4050B

, '
r,,,,iI1i-lfd;'



CD4049UB, CD4050B

Test Circuits

Vcc
Vcc

INPUTS

o
VSS

Vss

FIGURE 13. QUIESCENT DEVICE CURRENT TEST CIRCUIT

Vcc

INPUTQOUTPUTS

V1H

~ ~
VIL =-

VSS

NOTE: Test anyone input with other inputs at Vcc or VSS'
FIGURE 14. INPUT VOLTAGE TEST CIRCUIT

CMOS 10V LEVEL TO DTVITL5V LEVEL

VCC = 5V

OUTPUT
TODTVITL

VCC

INPUTD OUTPUTS

VCC

~o
Vss

Vss

NOTE: Measure inputs sequentially, to both VCC and VSS connect
all unused inputs to either VCC or Vss.

COSIMOS
IN

CD4049

10V=V1H n...J L O=V1L

In Terminal- 3, 5. 7, 9, 11, or 14
Out Terminal- 2,4.6, 10, 12 or 15
VCC Terminal- 1
Vss Terminal - 8

Vss

INPUTS 5V = VOH

l...I: = VOL

FIGURE 15. INPUT CURRENT TEST CIRCUIT FIGURE 16. LOGIC LEVEL CONVERSION APPLICATION

16

CL

~15

.T..

3m14
::J- "'"13..5

0
12..

6

a
110

7
10

R

9

CL INCLUDES FIXTURE CAPACITANCE

FIGURE 17. DYNAMIC POWER DISSIPATION TEST CIRCUITS



CD4049UB, CD4050B
--_ .._-~.~---~ .._------------~._._----------------------------------_.~._--
Dual-In-Line Plastic Packages (PDIP)

NOTES

Controlling Dimensions: INCH. In case of conflict between English and
Metric dimensions, the inch dimensions contn"

2 Dimensioning and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M-1982.

3 Symbols are delined in the "MO Series Symbol List" in Section 2.2 of
Publication No. 95.

4 Dimensions A, A 1 and L are measured with the package seated in JE
DEC seating plane gauge GS-3.

5. 0,01, and El dimensions do not include mold flash or protrusions.

Mold flash or protrusions shall not exceed 0.010 inch (0.25mm).

6. E and reAl are measured with the leads constrained to be perpendic
ular to ~m [3].

7. eS and eC are measured at the lead tips with the leads unconstrained.

eC must be zero or greater.

8. B 1 maximum dimensions do not include dambar protrusions. Dambar

protrusions shall not exceed 0.010 inch (0.25mm).

9. N is the maximum number of terminal positions.

10. Corner leads (1. N, NI2 and N/2 + 1) for E8.3, E16.3, E18.3, E28.3,

E42.6 will have a B1 dimension of 0.030 - 0.045 inch (0.76 - 1.14mm).

E16.3 (JEDEC MS-001·BB ISSUE OJ
16 LEAD DUAL-IN-lINE PLASTIC PACKAGE "-

INCHES
MILLIMETERS

- .._-_ .. ~--
-------

SYMBOL
MINMAXMINMAXNOTES

A

0.2105.334
.-Al

0.015 0.394

A2

0.1150.1952934.95-----.-
_U_" --._----- ---

B 0.01400220.3560.558

Bl

0.0450.0701.151.778,10

C

0.0080.0140.2040.355

0

0.7350.77518.6619.685

01

0.005 0135

E

0.30003257.628.256

El

0.2400.2806.107.115

e

0.100 BSe2.54 BSC

eA

0.300 BSC7.62 BSC6

eS

0.43010.927

L

0.11501502.933.814

N

16 169

Rev. 0 12/93

---~-_.- 81---'"

! i,



CD4049UB, CD4050B

Ceramic Dual-In-Une Frit Seal Packages (CERDIP)

c1 LEAD ANISH

SECTION A-A

NOTES:

1. Index area: A notch or a pin one identification mark shall be locat
ed adjacent to pin one and shall be located within the shaded
area shown. The manufacturer's identification shall not be used
as a pin one identification mark.

2. The maximum lim~s of lead dimensions band corM shall be
measured at the centroid of the finished lead surfaces, when
solder dip or tin plate lead finish is applied.

3. Dimensions b1 and cl apply to lead base metal only. Dimension
M applies to lead plating and finish thickness.

4. Corner leads (1, N. N/2, and N/2+1) may be configured w~h a
partial lead paddle. For this configuration dimension b3 replaces
dimension b2.

5. This dimension allows for off-center lid, meniscus. and glass
overrun.

6, Dimension Q shall be measured from the seating plane to the
base plane,

7. Measure dimension Sl at all four corners.

8. N is the maximum number of terminal positions.

9. Dimensioning and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982

10, Controlling dimension: INCH.

F16.3 MIL-STO-1635 GOIP1-T16 (0-2, CONFIGURATION A)
16 LEAD CERAMIC DUAL-IN-L1NE FRIT SEAL PACKAGE
--- --. --~._-

INCHES MILLIMETERS

SYMBOL

MINMAXMINMAXNOTES

A

0.2005.08

b

0.0140.0260.360662

bl

0.0140.0230.360.583

b2

0,0450.0651.141,65

b3

0.0230.0450.581144

c

0.0080.0180.200462

cl

0.0080.0150.200.383

D

0.84021,345

E

0.2200.3105.597.875

e

0.100BSC 2.54 BSC
_n __

eA 0.300 BSC7,62 BSC

eN2

0.150 BSC3.81 BSe

L

01250.2003.185.08

,
Q 0.0150.0600.381526

51

0.005 0.137

a
90°105°90°105°

aaa

0.015038

bbb

0.030-0,76

ccc

0.010025

M

-0.0015-0.0382.3

N

16 168

Rev. 0 4194



CD4049UB,CD4050B
- --------------._------------------------------------------

Small Outline Plastic Packages (SOIC)

INCHESMILLIMETERS

SYMBOL

MINMAXMINMAXNOTES

A

0.09260.1043235265

Al

0.00400.01180.100.30

B

0.0130.02000.330.519

C

0.00910.01250.230.32

0
0.39770.413310.1010.503

E

0.29140.29927407.604

e

0.050 BSe 1.27 BSe

H

0.394041910.0010.65

h

0.0100.0290.250.755

L

0.0160.0500401.276

N

16 167

a
00SO00SO

Rev. 0 12/93

M16.3 (JEDEC MS-Q13-AA ISSUE C)
16 LEAD WIDE BODY SMALL OUTLINE PLASTIC PACKAGE

N

NOTES

1 Symbols are defined in the "MO Series Symbol List" in Section 2.2 of
Publication Number 95.

2 Dimensioning and tolerancing per ANSI Y145M-19S2.

3 Dimension "0" does not include mold flash, protrusions or gate burrs.

Mold flash, protrusion and gate burrs shall not exceed 0.15mm (0.006
inch) per side.

4 Dimension "E" does not include interlead flash or protrusions. Interlead

flash and protrusions shall not exceed 0.25mm (0.010 inch) per side.

5 The chamfer on the body is optional. If it is not present. a visual index
feature must be located within the crosshatched area.

6. "L" is the length of terminal for soldering to a substrate.

7. "N" is the number of terminal positions.

8. Terminal numbers are shown for reference only.

9. The lead width "S", as measured O.36mm (0.014 inch) or greater above

the seating plane, shall not exceed a maximum value of 0.61 mm (0.024
inch)

10 Controlling dimension: MILLIMETER. Converted inch dimensions are

not necessarily exact.

1 .• f-A-1 D~~ 1r-hX45°
~~1ill /-dJ~~L

--T ~ ~ II Al ~ JB--.j ~ [Q] 0.10(0.004)I C

~-0_25(-O.OI0-)®~

10 1

I I; i"HI"II_I,



"TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

Oata sheet acquired 'rom Harris SemiconductorSCHS076A - Revised March 2002

CD4518B, CD4520B Types

CMOS Dual Up-Counters

CLOCK
ENABLERESETACTION-,

..r
,0•nc•.ement Count«

0

'-0Increment Counter

""-
X0No Chante

X

f0No Chango

.r
0aNo Chango, '-0N. Chango

X

X,a, ttw •• ~·o

J a'.
.u
....
• 'A

CLoa< A I. -,.Voo
EHA8LE A

2I~R£SET'
alA

,14QoOlI

aZA
•"Q3lI

a,A
~1202tl

a4A
•"QI8

RESETA
110[NA8L[ •

vss

a9CLOCK'

(TOP VIEW) .2:(S -14'1.,CD46188, C04li208
TERMINAL ASSIGNMENT

~.A ,

C04&l88,~
~TlONAL DIAGRAM

TRUTH TABLE

Applications:

• MuI1iJt8ta syndKonous countinll

• •••••••• rippla countinll

• Freq"ency divid••.•

)( - ()oft't Cate

. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . 500mW

.. Derate linearity ;d , 2mW{lC 10200mW

........... -O_5VIo+20V

.. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . _. -o.5V 10Voo +O.5V
... _ ±10m"

'eIlttJr-..:

• Mad~ CIjNnfloa-
8-MHr ty'*'" clod< fnquency lit.10 v..

• PotI1I_ VI' neeetfu •••••• witliwint

• Syn~.littafna' QRy'~

• 100% tMUd for qulncent cumllrt at 20 V

• Maxlnwm input cu ••.•••t of 1pA .t 18 V
_ fvIt ~_pentu •.• range;

foo ••••.••18 V all4l ~C

• NoiM ma~~ full pacbva-tempen.tUA

ren.): 1Vat "00 - 5V

2 V at VOO -10 V

2.6 V at VOO -16V

• 6-V. 1o.V,_d 16-V penmetrlc ratin.

• SUndardizact, wrm~ ~put
~

• Memall N1q";rement. of· JEDEC Tentativa
Slandard No. 138, "Standard Speclfications
for Oe1Cription of 'B' Series CMOS Devices"

MAXIMUM RATINGS, Absoluta-Maxlmum Varuas:

DC SUPPLY-VOLTAGE RANGE.IVoo)

VollagM referenced lo Vss Terminal} __.
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE ••••LLINPUT8 .
DC INPUT CURRelT. ANY ONE INPUT _ .

POWER DISSIPATION PER PACKAGE (PO);

ForTA - -55OC 10 +1000c .

ForTA - +'OOOClo +1250C_ .
DEVICE DISSIP •••TION PER OUTPUT TRANSISTOR

FOR T" - FULL PACKAGE-TEMPERATURE RANGE (AllPackaoe Types)_ __... __.' '" 100mW

OPER"TlNG-TEMPERATURERANGE(TAI _ _.. _ _.. _ _.. _.. -SSOClo +'25OC

STORAGE TEMPERATURERANGE(T.tg) -6SOC lo +'50OC
lEAD TEMPERAl\JRE (DURING SOLDERING);

AIdistance 1/'6 i: 1/32 Inch ('.59 i: O.79mml from case for 10. max __ +265OC

• CD4518 Dual BCD Up-Counter
and CD4520 Dual Binary Up-Counter each
consist of two identical. internally synchro
nous 4-stage counters. The counter stages are
O-type flip-flops having interch8f11l8able
CLOCK and ENABLE lines for incrementing
on either the po"tive-going or negativello;ng
transition. For single-unit operation the
ENABLE input is maintained high and the
counter advances on each positi ve-going
transition of the CLOCK. The counters are

deared by high levels on their RESET lines.

The counter can be cascaded in the ripple
mode by connecting Q4 to the enable input
of the subsequent counter while the CLOCK
input of the latter is held low.

The CD4518B and CD4520B types are supplied
In 16-lead hermetic dual-in-line ceramic

packages (0 and F suffixes). 16-lead

dual-in-line plastic packages (E suffix), 16-lead

small-outllne package (NSR suffix), and In chip

form (H sufflx)_

High-Voltage Types (2().Volt Rating)

CD4518B Dual BCD Up-Counter
CD4520B Dual Binary Up-Counter

. '" ..
~-fO-~ VOl,.1'AG(tYott-v

Fig. , - Typic.' output low hink) currftnt
ch.'M:C.riICH:l.

Fig..1- Minimum output low (,;nk) cu,,..,,c
Ch.'KttlflSf;C1..

Fig. 3 - TypiC_ OfJtput hi,h (wurc.J current
c""'.ct«;n;CL

Copynghl c 2002. Texas Instruments Incorporated
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CD4518B, CD4520B Types

STAnc ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

COfiIOITlOfilSLIMITS AT INDICATED TEMPERATURES jOe)

CHARACTER· ISTIC

UNITS

Vo

VINVoo +21

(VI

(VI(VI-M~••+125Mho.T'f1I•"" ..
Ou_noeot Oevla

-0,5555ISO\50-0.04Ii
Current,

-0,\0\01010JOOJOO-0.0410
100 M••

0,15
152020600600 0.0420jJA

-
-

-
0,2020100100JOOOJOOO-0.08100

Output Low

0.40.550.6-40.610.420.360.51,-
{Sink} CIK' ••.•t

0.50.10'01.61.5\.10.9\.32.6-
IOL Min. \.5

015'54.242.82.4346.8-
Output H.gh

4.60.55-0.&4-0.61-0.42-0.36-0.51-1 .'-mA

(Sour 011

2.50.5!>-2-1.8-1.3-1.15-1.6-3.2-
CUfrent. 9.50.'010-1.6-1.5-'.1-0.9-'.3-2.6-

IOH Min. 13.5
0.1515-4.2-4-2.8-2.4-3.4-6.8-

Output Voltage:

-0.5.5 0.05
-00.05

Low·Level.
-0.10'0 0.05-00.05

VOL M••. -0.1515 0.05-00.05
V

Output Voltoge:

-0.55 4.954.955.-
High·L •••• I.

-0.10.. 10 9.959.9510-
VOH Min. -0.1515 14.9514.9515-

lnpul Low

0.5.4.5-5 1.5--1.5

Volu~.
1.9

-\0 3--3
VIL Max. 1.5,13.5

154 4- --
Input H'llh

0.5.4.553.53.5 V
-

--
Volloge,

1.9-10 77-~.

VIH Min.
1.5.13.5

-15 1111--
Input Current

-0.1816!D.1!O.l 11tl0-5to. 1jJA
'IN Max.

11-

Fig. 4 - Minimum ourput higIt (IOU,.,.I cUmlnr
ch.rllChtristic •.

Fig. 5 - Typ1c6l pro~f1IIdoit dohy VI. load
c.~i"nctI. clock or .nobltl
f';' ourput.

I
•

Fig. 6 - Typic.' pfOpiJf1IItion tkH.y rim. vr.
lolld CtI~/"nc •• r_ to oueput.

0.1 t ••", ' ••·'10· .• "10.' .• ··10" .•• '104

~ .wee., KW'IlitATUtl( 1",,14 tr'C. · ~.A". I III •
?o>

I II" ./. ·
,;it

~
·· ,:PO:

I
, ... 6 •i . -c",..~'"= . ~ • IS.,& ••

5

··
II

1:::
I:::

10

.... up:

i t~~~,;~~.:,n~i~~~~
I oSi
¥

w ••

:l!
g
d •;i

Fig. 1 - Typiul ".tuifion rimtt W'L IOMJ

c.pitc;rMtC •.
Fill- 8- Trpic.' "",.i,""m<lo<:.·froqu~r

n. wpply ro/r.,..

'''~'''ln-lM.l
FIg. 9 - TrpJcM _ diu,.".tlon

cMnct.,i.tiCI..

3-273
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CD45 t88, CD4520B Types

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS at TA• 25°C. Except at Noted.
For m•• inou," reliability, nomin" operating cond4tion. mould be aelected 10 Ch.t
•••••r.don i. "way, wi"'in Ch. following ranp"

CHARACTERISTIC
VOOLIMITSUNITS

(VI

Min.Ma•.

Supply·Volla<Je R.ng. (For TA-Full P.ck.go.
3

18 V
Temper.ture Rao'ld

5

400-
Enable Pulse Widlh. IW

10200- ns

15
140..

5
200

Oock pur•• Width, tw

10100- ns

15
. 70-

5
1.5

OOck Input Frequency, fCL

10dc3 MHl

15

4
6

-
'15

Clock Rise or F.II TIme, trCL Of IfCL:

105IlS15
-5

5

250-
Re•••t Pulse Widlh, tw

10110- ns

15
80-

DYNAMIC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS at TA-25OC;
1"fMIt tr.tt-20 nt. CL -50 pF. RL -200 Kn

CHARACTERISTIC TEST CONDITIONSLIMITSUNITS

VDD V
Min.TYII.Mall.

PrOlNQation Del.y Time, tpHL. 'PLH'

5-280560

Ooel< or En.ble to QUlpul

100-115230
15

-80160
ns5
-330650

Resel to Output
10-130225

15
-90170

5

..100200
Tr.nSlIlon Time. tTHL. tTLH

10-50100 ns
15

4080
5

153-
M.ximum Clock Input FreQ""ncy. tCL

1036 MHl
15

48-
5

100200
Minimum Clock Pul•• W,dth, tw

1050100 ns
15

3570

Clock Ri•••or F.II Time. Ir or If:

5--15

10, 15
5Ils

-
-

5
125250

Minimum Reset Pllise Width. tw
1055110 ns

15
-4080

5

-200400

Minimum Enable Pulse Width, IW

10100200 ns
15

70140

Input Capacitance, CIN

Anv Input57.5 pF
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TEST CI RCUI TS
v••

Fig. 10 - O~,..micpo~r diU;~I;on.
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Fig. 11 - InptJr 001'_.
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Fig. 12 - Ouincflnf d6victl current tntcin:uit.

Fig. 1j - Input 1•• Ic...-.cu"lInr tMr
Direu;t.



CD45188, CD4520B Types

rI

Fig. 15 - BiM'Y counr~' (CD4520BJ logic di.fI'_
for OM of two icJ.ntic.t count.£(.

Fig.. 14 _ D«.dI count.,. fC045188' logic di.gr.m

fo, on. of two ;tHnric.1 count."! .

Fig. 16 - Timing diOfl'e"" for CD46188 ond CD452OB.
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CD45188, CD45208 Types

«.DC'
' ••••• T
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I

FifI." - RiPr* cncadi", of four counlWl witll-'tlw" rrifR«if19.

-----,
I
I
I
I
I
I

______ .J

*IIII01"t:
row IYMCMttOMOlIS C4SCAD ••••• TtC: a.oc. ' ••.•.•••TIOfIlI

"III( IMOUlD .( tMOt LOS ,."" 011I:OU •••. 10 'HE.
su •• or ,.•• "I_to HO •.•••. 'tOII O(I..IIT IlT'''.f' .-..0
~ Ttl:••• ,t TIOM ,.MlE O¥ '1M( OUT",T 0-.1V':II ' •• f
rOlll TMf: lsfl •••.Tf;D CANeITaTt"l •..OlO

.... -,

ai_rulon, .nd ~d I.your for C04S188Hchip. OI_;',loru .nd ~d I.your fOl C04fi20BH cfIip.

DinNltt.JOIU Inparen~ Me In mJn/~ .nd.,.
"wd (('Om tINbMk i.~ dinwnsion. _/n~r.d..
GrId gr.mu.tfOll •• ,.. In mI" (/0-3 Inch I.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, modifications,
enhancements, improvements. and other changes to its products and services at any time and to discontinue
any product or service Without notice. Customers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing
oldefS and should verify thai such information is current and complete. All products are sold subject to Tl's terms

and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.

TI warrants performance of its hardware products to the specifications applicable at the time of sale in

accordance with T1's standard warranty. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI
deems necessary to support this warranty. Except where mandated by government requirements, testing of all

parameters of each product is not necessarily perfonned.

TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer product design. Customers are responsible for

1I1eirproducts and applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with customer products

and applications, customers should provide adequate design and operating safeguards.

TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any TI patent right,
copyright, mask work right, or other TI intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process
in which TI products or services are used. Information published by TI regarding third-party products or services
does not constitute a license from TI to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof.

Use of such infonnation may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property

01 the third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.

Reproduction of information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without
alteration and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. Reproduction

of this information with alteration is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for
such altered dOCilmentation.

Resdle of Ti products or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that

product or service voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI product or service and

is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements.

Mailing Address:

Texas Instruments

Post Office Box 655303

Dallas, Texas 75265

Copyright © 2002, Texas Instruments Incorporated
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